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Introductory Notes

Privatizations of water and wastewater utilities have generally resulted in
sharp efficiency gains and improved service. However, designing and
implementing sustainable solutions to respond to the needs of the urban poor
remains a challenge. The poor may simply be unable to afford the cost of
household connections. They may be located far from main water distribution
lines, live on untenured land, or in neighborhoods where terrain or the absence
of public rights of way prevent the construction of traditional piped water or
sewerage networks. Traditional utility billing systems may not be compatible
with the way poor households handle their budgets, and not all may be aware
of the benefits and use of water and sanitation services.

The speakers in this session will look at these and other hurdles, comment on
contract features and regulatory practice that can make a concession design
more "pro-poor", and discuss how partnerships between regulators, local
government, civil society and utility companies can make progress.

Three of the case studies we'll be looking at have been identified as "focus"
projects as part of the "Business Partners for Development - Water Cluster", a
year-old initiative launched by leading private water companies, NGOs and
the World Bank to test innovative methods for providing water supply and
sanitation services to the urban poor and to disseminate lessons learned.

Speakers:

Jon Lane, executive director of WaterAid, and chairman of the BPD's
Steering Group meetings, will say a few words on this initiative and chair the
session.

Lisette Provencher coordinates research and development on low-income
areas at Suez-Lyonnaise des Eaux. She will present Aguas Argentinas'
barrios carendados program, in which cooperation between the utility,
community groups, NGOs and municipal governments has led to solutions
tailored to the needs of very different communities in Buenos Aires.

Alain Carbonel, from Aguas del Illimani will discuss pilot projects in La Paz
and El Alto, Bolivia to bring affordable solutions to the poorest areas - with
cross subsidies supporting a majority of the residential users. Luis Uzin,
Superintendent of Water, will offer a regulator's perspective on this experience.

Traore Nobila from SODECI in Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire, will present the
findings of a study on community-based management of piped water supply
systems which points out the importance of increased community participation.

Neil MacLeod from Durban Water in South Africa, and Michael Kennedy
from Generale des Eaux (Vivendi) will jointly present lessons learned from a
partnership agreement between DurbanMetro Water, Umgeni Water and a
national NGO, Mvula Trust to analyze the technical and socio-economic

iii
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I environment within selected poor areas in the cities of Durban and I

Pietermaritzburg. ™

A panel of representatives from NGOs, utilities and government will also give I
brief remarks on similar projects and how they view their respective roles and •
contributions, opening up what we hope will be a lively discussion on this
"frontier' theme. •

Tracey Osborne
Session Leader •
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THE EXPERIENCE OF AGUAS ARGENTINAS IN
DISADVANTAGE» AREAS OF BUENOS AIRES

The experience of Aguas Argentinas in Buenos Aires has highlighted the problem of serving the poors,
when the general specification of the concession contract does not take into account the habih'ty/willingness
to pay of the disadvantaged population.

In a city, various situations coexist. It is impossible to find a single solution to solve all those problems.
This is the case in Buenos Aires, a large city of 11,5 millions inhabitants, where some 3,1 millions peoples
live with a family income lower than 500 USD/month. The population living in disadvantaged areas
represents almost 10% of Aguas Argentinas'customers.

The approach developed is based on the needs and expectations of the population, on the active
participation of many partners of the civil society (NGO's, local committees, municipality, province, etc.),
to be able to develop a specific solution to each type of situation.

To do so, one must have a good knowledge of the population, use appropriate tools (GIS), to be able to
classify the areas according to a number of parameters, and to fit them with appropriate solutions. This
« social » mapping, is an important tool for the success of the operation.

In Buenos Aires, different institutional solutions are proposed to users to enable them to be connected to
the water networks :

• Participative Water Supply, which is based on "bartering" labour for a network connection. It applies
to small-scale projects (less than 3,000 people).

• Job Creating Unit, which applies to large-scale projects for which the exchange system is not
possible. A contractor financed by the Province carries out networks extension work under the
supervision of Aguas Argentinas. The firms employs local staff. The local inhabitants reimburse
connection charges to the Province over 5 years.

• Tax Clearing Agreement which is based on a direct agreement between Aguas Argentinas and the
municipality: in general, Aguas Argentinas has to pay taxes to the municipality for the opening of
trenches or holes on public road. The agreement consists of granting Aguas Argentinas a tax credit
equivalent to the total amount of these fees which is used to carry out the necessary work in
disadvantaged areas.

• Cross-subsidies applied in Capital Federal for the régularisation of many slums. In this case, the
project is covering not only the provision of services, but also a régularisation of the land property,
urban lay-out (streets, parks, etc.).

Using these different approaches, Aguas Argentinas has been able to incorporate in the concession area, in
97-98, 146 000 inhabitants, living in the disadvantaged areas. A recent visit of the BPD (Business
Partnership for Development) in Buenos Aires has allowed the confrontation of these approaches to
different situations, found elsewhere in the world.



PROSANEAR: PEOPLE, POVERTY A N D PIPES

INTRODUCTION

PROSANEAR: PEOPLE, POVERTY AND PIPES

The authors of this paper, Yoko Katakura and Alex
Bakalian, are well known ¡n the water sector for their
work in LAC. Between the two, they cover a
formidable area of financial analysis and engineering
and have pioneered projects bringing water and
sanitation to the poor in Peru, Paraguay, Brazil and
recently involving approaches involving privatization
of water supply services in Argentina.

Bakalian, as task manager of PROSANEAR I,
introduced new technologies (the condominial sewer]
into the Bank's operational lexicon. He has gone on
to develop projects focused on bringing water and
sanitation services to the urban poor and rural poor in
Peru and Paraguay. Most recently he has been key in
supporting the new focus on free entry and
competition in water and sanitation services. By
identifying and supporting the small-scale independent
water providers in Paraguay, he has virtually opened
up a new concept of private sector participation with
strong implications for the poor.

During the World Bank's Water Week, December
1997, Katakura presented her findings on the
distribution of benefits of privatization in Argentina
among stakeholders. She demonstrated that the poor
actually come out the losers in the PSP process, or at
least in its early forms. At present Katakura is the
Task Leader for the PROSANEAR II, in Brazil, (a
Portuguese acronym for the Water and Sanitation
Program for Low-Income Urban Population) that will
follow up the PROSANEAR I • a pilot program • just
concluded (1992-1997).

The subject of this paper, PROSANEAR - PEOPLE,
POVERTY AND PIPES, entails a new sector vision. In it
the authors argue strongly that PROSANEAR I comes
as a clear answer to failure of the past experiences of
top-down and supply-driven projects in Brazil's
shantytown neighborhoods, called favelas. The paper
describes the PROSANEAR I experience in detail, as
an innovative project that offers new hope for
bringing water and sewerage services to Brazil's
favelas aná perhaps to poor urban neighborhoods
around the world. With World Bank financing, Brazil
recently completed the pilot program that developed
and tested a new approach to delivering water and
sanitation services to the urban poor and enjoyed a
whole new level of success.

This experimental phase clearly showed the power of
combining community participation and low-cost
technology.

The authors highlight the key to PROSANEAR I's
success as stemming from the combination of two
novel approaches to delivering urban services: cost-
effective, appropriate technologies and community
participation. By putting engineers and social experts
on the same team, PROSANEAR found a way to
overcome the usual shortcomings of a top-down
approach. Instead of carrying out a top-down (pre-
designed) project, PROSANEAR teams went into
communities to ask what kind of water project the
people wanted if- any-and what kind they would be
willing to support with their money and labor. Instead
of expensive, high-tech systems, neighborhoods were
able to choose from a range of simpler, innovative
systems that made water and sanitation affordable
and more environmentally appropriate for poor,
crowded settlements. There were no blueprints for
how each project should be designed or executed.

This paper also brings the reader up-to-date on the
powerful results of PROSANEAR I, beyond the water
and sanitation improvements, which influence demand
and project sustainability after construction of the
system. Many residents went on to make additional
improvements to their houses. For the first time some
residents had a formal postal address and a water bill
in their name and had graduated from squatter status
to permanent citizenship— a new level of identity
within the society. Also, the project showed to many
water companies that the poor would pay for water
and sanitation service. The poor will pay, since they
understand what they are paying for and receive
adequate services for their payments. Since
PROSANEAR, local construction and consulting firms
have adjusted their business practices to include the
community consultation and low-cost technology
alternatives that worked so well • giving the entire
community an unusual chance to speak and gain
respect.

Luiz Cláudio Tavares
Water and Sanitation Specialist
Urban Development Sector Unit
East Asia and the Pacific
The World Bank

June 1998
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PROJECT EL ALTO

Development of water and sewerage
services in marginal urban areas of La Paz
and El Alto with private participation in
infrastructure

The Concession - Served Area

Pampahasi
Achachicala
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HOUSEHOLD DENSfTY BY CENSAL AREAS
LAPAZANDELALTO
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The Concession
Water and sewerage coverage

EL ALTO - Social Background

• Population: 600.000
inhabitants

• Demographic growth:
9.2% annually

• Migration: Nearly 70%
of population have
migrated from the
countryside

• Infant Mortality 66/1000

• Illiteracy 11.61% (26
% Women)

• 49% of the population
was bom outside El Alto

• 80% of the population is
bilingual (Spanish and
native language, mainly
aymara)
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EL ALTO - Economic
Background

• 59 % of dwellings are
privately own

• Family income: $us 90
- 70% of families earn less

than$us 120

• 34% of the
Economically Active
Population work on their

own

• Average Temperature
- 7,8° C

• Average daily water
consumption
- 59 Its/person

• Water coverage
- 93,9 %

• Sewerage coverage
- 45,5 %

Contractual Framework

i Contract
- 30-years concession
- Renegotiating targets/tariffs every 5 years

i Water
- 71.752 connections in El Alto System until

12/31/01 (selection parameter of the tender)

i Sewerage
- 38.800 connections until 12/31/01

i Possibility of water cuts for 2 months debt



Tariff structure

• Connection Price
- Sewerage:
- Water:

• Tariffs

CATEGORY
DOMESTIC

COMMERCIAL/PUBLIC

INDUSTRIAL

$us180
$us 155

CONSUMPTION RANGE
1 m3 - 30 m3

31 m3 -150 m3

151 m3 - 300 m3

301m3 and up
1 m3 - 20 m3

21 m3and up
From 1 m3

TARIFF ( $us/m3)
0.2214
0.4428
0.6642
1.1862
0.6642
1.1862
1.1862

Connections charges
• Water (Rate)

- $ 0,2214/m3

• Monthly Payment (Average consumption 6 m3)
- $1,33

a Monthly Payment (connection on 5 years - customer
participates in digging)
- $ 2.33 (water) $ 2.89 (sanitation)

m Total Payment
- $ 3,66(water) $ 6.55 (w. & s.)

Average /ncome fora family in El Alto $us 90
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Cross-Subsidies Today
subsidized/Sub
sidizer

Industries
Commecial
activities

Low and medium
domestic
consumptions

Connection costs

High consumtion
residential areas
Company
(Raising financig
from multilateral
agencies)

Very risky situation, supported by very few pillars

Main Achievements

• Number of connections installed (by 28/2/98)
-Water: 31.683
- Sewerage: 18.757

» (both numbers since August 97)

• Other achievements
- Improvement on pressure regulation

- Water supply quality monitoring

- Water supply continuity
- Wastewater treatment
- Customer service



Problems to solve to reach
universal water coverage

• Bringing affordable solutions to the
poorest areas (income < $us 70/month)

• Creating demand and willingness to pay
• Helping people to improve their

sanitation installation
• Educate people to use adequately our

services

Birth of a research project

• Objective
- Elaborate a methodology -that can be

replicated- for the development of water
and sewerage service on urban-marginal
areas in economic and social conditions
acceptable both for AGUAS DEL ILLIMANI
as well as the inhabitants of those areas.

m Focus on 3 pilot areas
- 1.000 connections

10
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Incorporation of partners

The Secretary of Housing and the Water and
Sanitation Program UNDP/World Bank were
working on a proposal
- Similar objectives than Project El Alto
- Financing from Swedish Cooperation

Decision to share resources
- Knowledge, commodities, design and social costs

Support from the Regulator
Contacts with Plan "Fight against poverty" of
the Central Government

Actors
• Aguas del Illimani

• Suez-Lyonnaise des Eaux

• Swedish International
Development Agency

• Water and Sanitation Program
WordlBank/PNUD

$us 4.100.000

$us 300.000

$us 800.000

$us 160.000

Other actors:
^> Secretary of Housing and Basic Services
=!> City Government
^> Neighbor's Associations
=> Superintendence of Water



Stages

Knowing the population
- Assessment of si tuation (household surveys, participatory

meetings)

- Gathering of statistical information

- Anthropological and social Research

Propose alternative technologies
- Condominial system for both, sewerage and water
- Modification of communicational strategies

• Decisions are taken together
• Population participates in digging works
• People will be able to maintain pipes and accessories

Issues for Research

• Cultural factors affecting the population's
use of water and sanitation

• Social representations on water, sewerage
and relationship among water and life
quality

• Degree of acceptance for alternative
technologies

• Mechanisms of social participation.

12
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Technical alternatives
Condominial System
Use of just one condominial branch
("ramal ) conecting sewerage of two
dwellings (in case of backyard
installation).

Minimun depths that may vary between
30 and 40 cm.

For condominial branch installation,
lipes of smaller <
hus saving cost.

V I V V I I^^^A I • • • l l ^ l #̂1 ^*l IliTI I • • — . . If

pipes of smaller diameter can be used,
thi

p* Minimun diameter used for pipes is 100
mm

Instead of inspection chambers,
interception chambers are used.

* Additional savings are achieved by using
less concrete moles and smaller ditches

Design options
And potential savings

Network
Fuente: Sistema Condominial de Esgotos, José Carlos de Melo
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Connection charges
For pilot projects

Backyard: Payments will go from $ 2.53 up to $ 3.58 monthly
(price reduction: 31% to 38%)
Sidewalk: Payments will go from $3.58 to $ 6.08 (reduction: 2% to
3%)

Other issues
Rain Drainage

• Many people in El Alto is used to connect
their internal drainage system to sewerage
network.

- This may constitute a problem as pipe
diameters are reduced

• Social intervention is providing technical
assistance for the construction of very
simple drainage system to the streets.

14
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Other issues
Internal installations

• Partnership with micro-credit institution
- Successful history of micro-credit schemes

• For productive activities
• For house improvement

- Internal installations
• Value: between $us 60-200

- Individual credit
- Interest rate: 23%
- Payment period up to 24 months

RESULTS - Advances
• Interest and support from the Regulatory

Agency
• People's enthusiasm

- Service supplied in a short period
- Pride to be selected for a project

• Great degree of participation
- Large number of "risk-takers" among the

population

• Everybody agreed to internal installations
- Some even without micro-credit support

• In one area only 20 out of 127 people applied

15



Hurdles to overcome

Political and economical interference
- Rivalries between neighbors' representatives

• Our proposal can split communities into two opposite
groups (leaders are not well supported)

- Divergent interest with existing solutions
• Cooperatives, Conventional alternatives, NGOs

Reticence towards new technologies from the
population and staff
- Property invasion

- Maintenance objectives

Next steps

• Set indicators for success/failures
comparing project and conventional
solutions

• Have first conclusions by early second
semester 1999

• Expand solutions to other areas
- Medium term goals (next 3 years)

• Water connections: 18.700
• Sewerage Connection: 6.830

16
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Expectations
Standardize social intervention and reduce its
cost

Dramatically drop connection costs for the
company

Reduce the gap between investment and
connection charges

Provide a higher coverage, specially for
sewerage service, in shorter time

Expectations
Create a service demand for both water and
sewerage as well as for internal installations
Create population enthusiasm for
participatory solutions (works and
maintenance)
Set up higher quality standards for sewerage
disposal and create willingness to pay for
these services
Increase the levels of use of our services
Modify cross subsidies table

17



• I Cross-Subsidies Tomorrow

m
E

I

subsidized/sub
sidizer

Industries
Commercial
activities
High
consumption
residential areas

Low domestic
consumption

Return on
investments of
Aguas del Illimani

Medium ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H
consumption ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J
residential areas ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ |

^ ^ Connection costs would be auto-sustainable•

18
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WATER SERVICES FOR THE POORS IN
PRIVATIZATED AND REGULATED

SYSTEMS

LUIS GUILLERMO UZÍN FERNÁNDEZ

SUPERINTENDENT OF WATER, BOLIVIA

LA PAZ, BOLIVIA, MARZO 1999

WATER SERVICES FOR THE POORS IN
PRIVATIZATED AND REGULATED SYSTEMS

1. MODERNIZATION AND REGULATION

2. SERVICES CONCESSION

3. CONDOMINIAL PROJECT

21



WATER SERVICES FOR THE POORS IN
PRIVATIZATED AND REGULATED SYSTEMS

1. MODERNIZATION AND REGULATION

INFLATION, AND REACTIVATION LAWS

1982 to 1985, the greatest hiperinflation in the history in

peace times was presented in Bolivia.

1985, Supreme Decree 21060 of Monetary Stabilitation.

1992, Privatization Law, bids for the 100% shares to privates,

almost one hundred public enterprises.

1994, Capitalization Law, bids for the 50% shares to privates,

50% shares to bolivians, strategic public utilities.

1994, Sectorial Regulation System Law, SIRESE.

22
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TRADITIONAL STATE • MODERN

NORMATIVE

STATE

AND ALSO •

SERVICES

OPERATOR

NORMATIVE STATE

INDEPENDANT REGULATOR

PRIVATE OPERATOR

+ MUNICIPAL COMPANIES

+ COOPERATIVES

5

BOLIVIAN REGULATORY SYSTEM

STATE

INDIVIDUAL

A SYSTEM

like in several countries

like in UK and Wales

like the USA's commissions

GENERAL SUPERINTENDENCY
coordinator — control — hierarchical resources

SECTORIAL SUPERINTENDENCES
electricity — telecommunication — hydrocarbon

transport — water

23



DUTIES OF THE SUPERINTENDENCES

Users

Companies State

Efficiency Concessions

Development Universality Regulation Tariffs

WATER AND

WATER RESOURCE LAW

SERVICES LOW

WATER SERVICES LOW
Chamber of Deputies Ministry of Housing and Basic Services

Subject water resource

Regulation of basins

Hydraulic balance

Contamination prevention

Decontamination

Anual patents payments

Concession titles

Water Superintendency

Subject human being

Regulation of systems

Service coverage

Service quality

Water quality

Monthly tariffs payments

Concession contracts

Basic Sanitation Superintendency

8
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WATER SERVICES FOR THE POORS IN
PRIVATIZATED AND REGULATED SYSTEMS

2. SERVICES CONCESSION

PREVIOUS SAMAPA SITUATION

Previous operator Municipal Autonomous Service of Potable

Water and Sewerage, SAMAPA, for the cities La Paz and El

Alto.

La Paz with extensive poor suburbs, El Alto the third largest

city in Bolivia with widespread prverty.

SAMAPA was not subject for national and external credits.

SAMAPA had no capacity to finance the investment for its

future master plan.

SAMAPA didn't finished the KfW & World Bank projects.

10
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NEW TARIFF SYSTEMA

To improve finantial situation it was necessary a new tariff

system more profitable, better if more simple.

Calculation $us/m3

IDCorLTMgC 1,1862

WDCorLTMeC 0,6642

1/3 subvention 0,4438

2/3 subvention 0,2214

Consumption level in m3/month

domestic commercial industrial

151 a 300 l a 20

31 a 150

l a 30

CONCESSION GOALS

Proposed shedule to comply objectives at end 2001, 53

mounths.

COVERAGE: 100% water & 10.800 sewerage connections

in Achachicala y Pampahasi systems of La Paz.

71.752 water connections & 27.200 sewerage connections in

El Alto system of El Alto and La Paz slopes.

QUALITY: sources, drinkable water, continuity, infra-

structure, pressure, quantity, sewarage flooding, muds and

by-products, solids, user services and emergency services.

12
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CONCESSION CONTRACT HANDBOOK

To regulate Concession Contract was elaborated a handbook.

Results from Augut 1st, 1997, to December 31st, 1998:

Time passed, 17 months of 53 months 32,08 %

La Paz water coverage 85,94 % a 93,57 % 54,27 %

Sewerage connections La Paz, 3.522 of 10.800 32,61 %

El Alto water connections, 19.704 of 71.752 27,46 %

Sewerage connections El Alto, 14.995 of 27.200 55,13 %

13

GREAT WORKS FROM 1997 TO 1998

Alto 27 de Mayo reservoir.

Pampahasi - Chasquipampa pipe.

New Laboratory.

Condoriri dam and aduction.

New storage reservoir.

Pacajes pump station.

Puchukollo sewerage treatment plant.

Investment in 17 mounths $us 21,22 million.

LA PAZ

LA PAZ & EL ALTO
EL ALTO

14
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COVERAGE ACHIEVEMENT

La Paz water connections

Coverage

El Alto water connections

Coverage

La Paz sewerage connecti.

Coverage

El Alto sewerage connecti.

Coverage

JULY 97

73.518

85,94 %

74.253

74,37 %

62.125

72,62 %

31.361

31,41 %

UNTIL 1998

DECEM. 98

82.429

93,57 %

93.957

92,61 %

65.647

74,52 %

46.356

45,69 %

IS

WATER SERVICES FOR THE POORS IN
PRIVATIZATED AND REGULATED SYSTEMS

3. CONDOMINIAL PROJECT

16
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LA PAZ AND EL ALTO CITIES

Inicialy: La Paz City, El Alto poor suburb.

Later: El Alto suburb • El Alto City

PRESSURE TO EL ALTO AND LA PAZ:
Coverage targets. — Very rapid growth. — Low coverage

of water and sewerage services. — Great perturban poverty

— Inmigration from the rural areas. — High invesimeni

costs. — Better relations with users. — Interest of

Concessionaire. — Ministry of Housing and Basic Service's

expectation. — Water Superintendency's expectation.

17

ORFANIZATION AND STAKEHOLDERS

AGUAS DEL ILLIMANI

AISASus 4.100.000 S-LdE Sus 300.000

MINISTRY OF

HOUSING

AND BASIC

SERVICES

WSP UNDP-WB

$us 160.000

SWEDISH AGENCY

$us 900.000

PREFECTURE AND MUNICIPAL GOVERMENT

INTEREST & SUPORT OF SUPERINTENDENCY

18
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CONDOMINIAL OPTION

LOCATION OPTION OF BRANCHS: (1) BACK YARD

(2) FRONT YARD (3) SIDE WALK.

SEWERAGE PIPES AT SMALLER DEPTH 30 A 40 cm.

PIPES WITH SMALLER DIAMETER 100 mm.

INSTEAD OF INSPECTION CHAMBERS, INTERCEP-

TION CHAMBERS ARE USED. SMALLER DICHES.

LESS CONCRETE MOLES.

LARGE SAVINGS IN COSTS (50% OR MORE).

WATER SERVICES SITUATION IN BOLIVIA

Clasification
Big Cities

Lower Cities

Rural Areas

National

Population
50%
11%
39%

100%

4.000.

900.

3.100.

8.000.

Water
75%
50%
20%
51%

Supply
3.000.

450.

620.

4.070.

Sanitation
45%

15%
17%
32%

1.800.

225.

525.

2.550.

Table in thousands inhabitants.

Who has services, mostly has it without continuity (hours
or days), low pressure, questionable water quality, services
cut off, water flooding because burst, sewage flooding
because blockage.

20
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CONCLUSIONS AND PROJECTIONS

FOR SERVING WITH WATER AND SANITATION

3,930,000 AND 5,450,000 INHABITANTS WITH

CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM WOULD BE REQUEST

$us 3.08 THOUSAND MILLONES, 55% NATIONAL GPI

THERE ARE REQUESTED CHEAPER SOLUTIONS

AND PRIVATE PARTICIPATION IN

MARGINAL AREAS AND LITTLE CITIES

ALL OVER THE COUNTRY

21
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1999 Water Supply and Sanitation Forum I
Break-out Session II : Serving the Poor

Presentation Summary —

Title Kwazulu Natal Pilot Project ™
The Management of Water and Sanitation Services in peri-urban areas of South Africa, Durban and
Pietermaritzburg I

Presented by N.A. Macleod, Executive Director, Water Services, Durban Metro I
M.G. Kennedy, Vice President International, Générale des Eaux •

Subject A brief presentation of a new tri-sector partnership in South Africa involving the cities of Durban •
and Pietermaritzburg, Mvula Trust, Umgeni Water and Générale des Eaux. The project is
developing pilot schemes for water and sanitation services in former township areas now integrated I
within major municipalities (Durban population around 3 million; Pietermaritzburg population 450 •
000).

The project involves the private sector in the specific field of sustainable service in difficult areas B
and illustrates a willingness on the part of the municipalities to work together with the private
sector on economic, technical and social issues in a context where the public sector is still •
examining long-term delivery options. I

The presentation will summarize the partnership process and objectives of the project with •
particular reference to the city of Durban and include developments which are being examined and
implemented there.
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Edendale Valley, Pietermaritzburg

elsewhere.

2) The Partnership

I
I

KwaZulu-Natal Pilot Project

The Management of Water and Sanitation Services in Peri-urban Areas of South Africa:

Inanda - Ntuzuma, Durban I

I
1) Introduction mm

Within the context of the Business Partners for Development (BPD) Programme, organised under the auspices of •
the World Bank, a partnership project has been initiated in the province of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa.

The new South Africa has an inheritance of deep imbalances in the provision of water and sanitation services. The I
challenge facing the country today is the extension of service from the urban areas of primarily white towns to the •
former townships now incorporated into the new municipalities and this is putting tremendous strain on local
authorities' resources. H

At the same time, however, South Africa has the advantage of a strong technical and engineering base, developed ™
educational, legal and political systems and financial markets.

South Africa is therefore well placed to develop solutions to the problems posed which could be of benefit I

I
IThe tri-sector Partnership (representing the public sector, the private sector and civil society) is built on co-operation

between

Generale des Eaux, the principal water service company in France and worldwide, with a particular experience in _
the operation and management of municipal water and waste water services I

and:

- Durban Metro which has seen its population increase in recent years from around one million to nearly three •
million following the amalgamation of more than 30 local authorities and the incorporation of the former I
surrounding townships into the Metropolitan area. This has placed considerable pressure on the provision of basic
services, in the first instance drinking water, without a corresponding increase in the revenue base. In response to •
this challenge, Durban Metro, through Durban Metro Water Services, has introduced a number of innovations in I
service delivery. These include, notably, the implementation of three service levels with corresponding payment
levels and, more recently, the modification of the tariff structure to provide for a minimum monthly volume free of _
charge. I

- The City of Pietermaritzburg, has like Durban, amalgamated with former townships (Edendale) and the new
Authority has a total population of 450 000, of whom 238 000 live in the Greater Edendale area. There is a _
significant disparity in water and sanitation service within the districts of Edendale. Water losses are in excess of •
40% and, up until now, the revenue derived in that area from the provision of services (or indeed from general rates)
is virtually non-existent.

- Umgeni Water, the regional Water Board and an arm of Central Government, through the Department of Water •
Affairs.
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- The Mvula Trust, an NGO, is a leading independent charitable Trust in South Africa whose mission is the
improvement of water and services for poor communities.

The pilot projects are designed to improve the access to safe and sustainable water and sanitation of the urban and
peri-urban poor communities of defined districts in Durban Metro and Pietermaritzburg.
The areas identified for the pilot projects, Inanda and Ntuzuma in Durban and Edendale in Pietermaritzburg, cover a
broad range of typical situations encountered in poor urban and peri-urban zones.

The emphasis is on innovation and sustainability (technical, procedural, environmental, institutional, financial),
through the establishment of pilot projects drawing on the input of all the partners. The establishment of a common
research framework examining impacts and outcomes, and an international sharing and learning programme will, it
is hoped, lead ultimately to better and replicable practices.

3) Project Status

Discussions on the tri-sector pilot project approach began with Pietermaritzburg in February 1998 followed by
Durban in July. This has involved all partners in an analysis of the technical and socio-economic environment and
problem identification, with the involvement of local councillors and the political process. The pilot project areas
were jointly selected, with the involvement of other potential contributors, in particular, local community service
providers and established consultants.

The projects in Inanda-Ntuzuma and Edendale are distinct and autonomous, each remaining within the
responsibility of its municipality. The programme will allow, however, for co-operation and sharing between the
two projects on the major issues and lessons learnt, in the same way that the overall KwaZulu-Natal project will key
into the global BPD Programme of dissemination and sharing.

The overall budget for the KwaZulu-Natal project is approximately USS 2 million, and will derive from:

• the contributions of the partners who undertake to provide agreed services, man-power and other inputs such as
capital monies as agreed during the project;

• third party funding. The participation of funding agencies in the partnership approach is considered important in
order to facilitate the funding of future and larger-scale projects in this field. The Water Research Commission
of South Africa is already involved in the project.

Project documentation, including detailed project definition and budgets, has been approved.

4) Water and sanitation services in the project areas

The present situation of water supply in Inanda and Ntuzuma is critical.

Problems relate to the delay in funding the implementation of already planned bulk supply infrastructure, as well as
incorporating the principle of cost recovery within a context of low levels of affordability but high expectations with
regard to level of service.

Supply systems, both individual and communal, vary substantially throughout the areas, depending on their
development status, creating difficulties with regard to supply, control, cost recovery and equitable distribution.

The great majority of residents has to rely on communal supply services, mainly standpipes, which in most cases are
inadequately provided. In those areas where supply is non-existent, there is a reliance on natural water sources with
the associated health-related problems. This is particularly applicable in the southern catchments of Inanda where
densities are high and pollution from pit latrines and stormwater run-off is severe.
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I
Only a very small sector (0.5% of households) of Inanda is linked into waterbome sewerage with the remainder of I
the area being served either by pit latrines (63%) or ventilated improved pit latrines VIP (36%). Informal pits which
flood, and which in dense areas cannot be easily relocated, are problematic. As a result, the impact on water quality
conditions and on health in the southern catchments is high. It is apparent that a serious health hazard confronts I
communities using rivers for drinking and washing water or for recreational purposes. ™

The Edendale area, with no back-up system, is vulnerable to serious water crises should failures arise. ™

The existing bulk water supplies have not been designed to cater for the present development proposals and will M
have to be augmented. Most areas are served by means of dedicated primary supply mains with no emergency inter- •
connections to adjacent supply zones.

Completion of the planned new reticulation network is hampered by the lack of continuous pipeline reserves, due to m
the scattered subdivisions of privately owned land in the area. I

Extensive informal settlements have taken place in higher lying areas, originally not designated for development in
the short to medium term. Water cannot be provided under gravity and requires pumping, and is presently supplied •
by water tankers. |

Water losses (leaks and taps left running) are estimated at between 40 and 50%.

Sanitation problems include blockages in siphons and pipe bridges washed away or damaged. I

Conservancy tanks frequently overflow causing pollution of the environment and posing a potential health hazard.
Due to the fragmented subdivisions, non continuous roads and steepness of the terrain, access to the sites is often tm
difficult. I

Septic tanks, due to the nature of the soil in the area, have to be serviced by tankers.
The non standard latrines and unventilated pit latrines often encountered in the area cannot be considered an •
acceptable method of sanitation. |

5. Objectives ofthe project in the KwaZulu-Natal pilot areas
I

It is important to note that both Durban Metro and Pictermaritzburg-TLC have already been active in improving the I
provision of sewerage and water services to their newly incorporated areas. It was therefore important to define
actions within the programme which are complementary and to build upon these activities.

The proposed activity of the programme will be to (a) improve the existing infrastructure or provide adequate and •
accepted water and sanitation systems where required and (b) to bring the pilot areas into the respective local
authorities' customer management and operation and maintenance systems. •

The projects in Inanda-Ntuzuma and Edendale are distinct and autonomous, each remaining within the
responsibility of its municipality, though the programme allows for cooperation and sharing between the two _

projects on the major issues and lessons learnt. •

The partners will concentrate on the following actions:

• Provision of an adequate and accepted level of service. I
• Development of customer attitudes towards water conservation, health and hygiene, through education and

information campaigns.

• Capture of accurate information related to water and sewer networks, and setting up of a GIS for asset and I
customer management functions. Trial modelling of water and sewerage systems.
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• Instigation of appropriate technology solutions to monitor and control wastage and leakage, with particular
emphasis placed at the customer connections, and involving emerging contractors.

• Support to the local authority, where required, in the setting up and the implementation of billing systems
and customer service, together with input on tariff policy, through an exchange of information and the
sharing of experience.
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Do Cross-Subsidies Help the Poor
to Benefit from Water and g

Wastewater Services?
Lessons from Guayaquil •

by Guillermo Yepes
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The purpose of the Working Paper Series is to share information in order to stimulate discussion, broaden flj
thinking within the sector, and encourage dialogue among our clients in developing countries. These papers |
have not been formally published and your comments and feedback are welcome. Please send to: Water and
Sanitation Program, World Bank, 1818 H Street, NW, Washington, DC 20433, or via email to: m
¡nfo@wsp.org. Copies of these papers are also available on the Program website: www.wsp.org. •

All opinions expressed herein are those of the author and should not be considered to reflect the position of
the UNDP-World Bank Water and Sanitation Program. I

February 1999
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Introduction

Do Cross-Subsidies Help the Poor to
Benefit from Water and Wastewater
Services?: Lessons from Guayaquil

The importance of demand responsive approaches
to assuring sustainable water and sanitation
services has long been a tenet of the UNDP-World
Bank Water and Sanitation Program. Earlier
papers in this series have presented arguments in
favor of gauging consumer demand and using this
information in investment choices ("Lessons from
Large-Scale Rural Water and Sanitation Projects"
by Harvey A. Gam), have explored willingness to
pay studies ("The Neighborhood Deal" by Dale
Whiitington et. al) and have described cases
where appropriate technology and community
participation have been applied to identify
solutions which utilize effective demand
("Considerations for Regulating Water Services
While Reinforcing Social Interests" by Vivien
Foster and "PROSANEAR - People, Poverty and
Pipes", by Yoko Katakura and Alexander E.
Bakalian.) Each of these, and indeed most
analysis on the subject of demand responsiveness
in water supply, focuses on the clients willingness
to pay and ways to find an appropriately
affordable delivery system. But as Guillermo
Yepes' paper implies, sustainability depends not
just on customer willingness to pay, but also on
the company's willingness to charge.

As Guillermo Yepes points out, many systems in
developing countries have failed because they
presume that customers cannot pay and base their
tariff structure on that presumption. The
understandable desire to assure that the poor
have access to reliable water and sewerage
services has often led to a system of cross-
subsidies. The water utility charges low income

groups and most residences at below-average
rates, but charges industrial and commercial users
at-above average rates to make up the
difference. Despite the good intentions the cross
subsidies often leave companies less willing and
able to serve the low income population in the
long run, and too weak to provide sustained
services to higher income groups. They also tend
to send the wrong message to consumers, and to
companies themselves about water use and
conservation.

Guillermo Yepes has been with the World Bank
for over twenty years, moving from sanitary
engineer to deputy division chief for Latin
American water supply to unit chief for urban and
water projects in Latin America, to the position he
now holds as Water Supply Advisor for the World
Bank. During his tenure Yepes has overseen the
refocusing of Bank projects from large-scale
engineering investments to support for institutional
strengthening and the development of a
"business outlook" in water supply companies.
Yepes points to his work with the water company
of Santiago, Chile in the late 1970's and early
1980's as key in setting the stage for the new
thinking about effective water supply practices.
For the past five years he has been developing
performance indicators from water companies on
a worldwide basis, as part of the Bank's
benchmarking project.

In this paper Guillermo Yepes examines a single
case, that of Guayaquil, Ecuador and shows the
multiple effects of the subsidies applied in the
tariffs. He concludes with concrete
recommendations concerning tariff policies and
ways to apply subsidies without creating negative
impacts.

Harvey Garn
The World Bank
December, 1998
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Tariff policy in many countries is often driven by
the understandable desire to assure that the poor
have access to reliable water and sewerage
services which leads, in turn to a system of cross-
subsidies. The water utility charges low income
groups and residences at below-average rates, but
charges industrial and commercial users at-above
average rates to make up the difference. While
this cross subsidy is planned with good intentions,
it may be the case that it leaves companies less
able to serve the low income population in the
long run, and too weak to provide sustained
services to higher income groups.

This paper looks at the particular case of
Guayaquil, Ecuador. Water and wastewater
public utilities in Ecuador have been unable to
extend service to the poor. Tariffs paid by the
poor and residential consumers do not cover the
costs of providing services and, besides causing
an effective "welfare loss" by distributing water
resources inefficiently, they leave the utilities
unable to generate the financial resources to
extend services. In addition, national and
municipal governments lack the financial resources
to provide grants to extend and improve service
on a sustainable basis. The shortage of funds
frequently leads the utilities to charge high
connection costs for water and sewer hook-ups.
The end result is that residents in poor areas hove
been excluded, de facto, from these services and
have no other alternative but to depend on
unreliable sources of water that are either costly,
of poor quality, or both.

Background

The Water and Sanitation company of
Guayaquil (ECAPAG), responsible for providing
water and sewerage services and storm drainage,
faces the challenge of improving quality and
coverage of services. Service coverage is low.
Some 500,000 people of a total population of 2
million have no house connection and about 1
million lack adequate sanitation services. In
addition, deficient maintenance has water service
intermittent, flowing only for a few hours a day in
some areas of the city. Poor care of drains and
waste water systems has accentuated flooding in
some zones. A similar situation prevails in other
urban areas of the country.

DO CROSSSUBSIDIES HELP THE POOR TO BENEFIT FROM WATER AND WASTEWATER

It is estimated that the expansion and
improvement of the water and sewerage systems
in Guayaquil will require an annual investment of
about $ 90 million for the next four years. World
Bank missions calculate that about half or $ 45
million/year are urgently needed to cover the cost
of rehabilitating the existing infrastructure alone.
Given present consumption levels, an average
tariff of $0.94/m3 would provide funds to meet
these objectives, based on preliminary Bank
calculations of a long-run marginal cost of about $
1.00/m3. But in 1995 the average water and
sewerage tariff in 1995 was $ 0.47/m3. Will
Guayaquil be able to fill the gap created by its
tariff system ? And can it operate and maintain
an expanded system without changing that
system?

The Existing Tariff System

Guayaquil's water utility charges different rates
depending on the type of user (domestic,
industrial, commercial and official) and on the
amount consumed. Tariffs range from $ 0.02 to $
1.7ó/m3.'

The utility charges nothing at all to the military,
to sport centers, and to municipal parks, all of
which receive water free of charge. The charges
for wastewater collection service -or use of the
sanitary sewer system - represent a percentage of
the monthly water bill. Domestic users pay 00% of
their water consumption, commercial users 80%,
and industry pays between 100 and 150 % (The
latter charge applies to industries where water is
part of the final product, e.g. soda water).

Total annual revenue is estimated at US$ 55
million. US$ 45 million are derived from
operations and US$ 10 million come from
municipal subsidies, including transfers from taxes
to other municipal services. Revenue from
wastewater collection represents approximately
84 percent of the water billing. At 45 percent of
billings, collection efficiency is low. Guayaquil's
situation probably reflects that of many Latin
American cities. And, as we shall see, it is
compounded by its tariff policy.

' In contrast, families without house connection frequently
buy their water from private vendors at substantially
higher rates substantially higher ($ 3.45/m3).
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Problems Created by Cross-
Subsidies

Economic Welfare Losses

Cross-subsidies have adverse economic, financial
and other effects which often are not quantified or
appreciated, perhaps because regulators and
utilities believe that they are not substantial.
However, in many instances as this note will
show, these side effects can be substantial. To
begin with, a cross-subsidy policy sends the wrong
signals to both the utility and consumers. These
signals translate into inefficient choices by users at
both ends of the tariff scale. In Guayaquil the fact
that water is supplied free of charge to military
bases and sports stadiums can lead to wasteful
uses of a good that represents zero cost,
regardless of the amount consumed. The same
principle applies to residential and other
customers who are charged less than the marginal
cost of water production and delivery. On the
other hand, customers who are higher tariffs for
water may reduce their consumption, or find other
water sources, even though they would very likely
have bought more water if they were charged at
the marginal cost and not above ¡t.

At the same time, cross subsidies can
discourage utilities from collecting payments.
Problems with low collection rates are rooted in ill
conceived policies which subsidize utilities,
regardless of performance; unrealistically low
rates which discourage collection, and lax
regulatory practices

In the past, the effects of price on water
consumption tended to be neglected. It was often
assumed that people would be indifferent to price
increases because water forms such a basic
human need. Most tariff policies were based on
this notion, or on a corollary, that people's
consumption patterns relative to price changes
would be the same regardless of cost increases, if
this were the case it would be easy to justify
subsidizing one group's water consumption
because another group could be expected to
purchase enough water at a higher price to make
up the difference.2

2 In economic terms the elasticity of consumption with
respect to the price of water for different consumer
categories was thought to be either zero or the same.

Recent studies have shown this assumption to be
erroneous.3 High income residential, industrial and
commercial consumers are more price-sensitive
than residential low-income consumers. When the
price of water goes up even high income
consumers will buy less. Therefore, there is a real
possibility then that the revenue loss from the
subsidy given to a group can not be fully
recovered from the overtaxed group in which case
the average revenue per m3 will drop.

Economists refer to both the overconsumption by
subsidized customers and the loss of soles to the
subsidizing customers as inefficiencies. In the
case of water, both of these inefficiencies also
constitute losses to society, or "welfare losses"
because it can be argued that society as a whole
would be better off if the water were valued and
used at its true cost, avoiding both waste and
underuse. In the case of Guayaquil, knowing the
marginal cost of water to be around $1.00/m3,
and knowing the changes in consumption
patterns which result in both the subsidized and
subsidizing groups, we can calculate the welfare
loss to be approximately US$ 4.4 million/year.

This amount corresponds to the welfare loss
based only on water consumption. If we were to
consider include the waste water collection and
treatment in the equation the losses would more
than double. Many utilities add a surcharge to the
water bill to cover the cost of providing
wastewater collection and treatment services.
While the experience in industrialized countries is
that the cost of sewerage services is almost always
higher that the cost of water supply and therefore
the surcharge fraction should be higher than 1, in
most Latin American countries waste water
collection and treatment is charged at a fraction of
the water bill - generally 50%. (In Guayaquil it is
calculated to be 85% of the water bill.)
Moreover, many utilities separate the charges for
wastewater collection and wastewater treatment.
It is especially important to calculate waste water
treatment in settings with large industrial bases as
these can impose significant additional treatment

3 Price elasticity of industry was found to range from
about -0.5 to 1.2 while poor consumers exhibit a price
elasticity in the range of -0.1 to -0.3. See Cestti, Rita,
Guillermo Yepes, and Augusta Dianderas. "Managing
Water Demand by Urban Water Utilities."
Transportation Water and Urban Development
Department, World Bank, Washington D.C. February
1997.
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costs. Waste water treatment charges should be
factored in the reduction of organic load (based
on BOD or COD), of suspended solids, and, of
course, overall volume treated. (This implies a
waste water stream free of deleterious substances
and o system of serious sanctions for violators.)

Financial Losses

Besides welfare losses, cross subsidization
frequently causes serious financial losses to utility
companies. Taking a case in point, for Guayaquil,
we can calculate the revenues which would be lost
annually were ECAPAG to increase its
connections by 500,000 among the currently
unserved marginal population. Given the current
subsidized tariff rate ($ 0.02/m3), ECAPAG
would find itself running an annual loss of some
US$ 4.7 to cover the unrecovered costs of serving
the new consumers. This has serious implications
for the utility. The first is an implicit increase of
rates to the higher income customers to cover the
unrecovered costs of the subsidized group. But
we cannot rely on a straight calculation, because
each time the cost per cubic meter increases at the
upper end, the amount of consumption drops and
ECAPAG will have to calculate a still higher tariff
to cover its costs. In summary, the average tariff
for the "subsidizing" group would need to be
increased by $.87/m3 - and increase of almost
50% from the current rate of $ 1.35/m3 to a new
rate of $ 2.42/m3.

Up to now we have discussed mainly the effect
of subsidies on the consumers, and how their
behavior will affect the utility, ECAPAG. But as
we said at the outset, the cross subsidy system
also sends signals to the utility, depending on
which group it considers.

At the Lower End of the Tariff
Spectrum

In Guayaquil variable costs run about 0.11 /m3
while billing and collection represents about US$
1.00 per connection/month to ECAPAG. This
means that over and above the loss in revenue
from production costs, the utility also incurs in a
net operating loss (marginal operational revenues
less marginal operating costs). If we return to the
above example, if ECAPAG were to connect
500,000 currently unserved households it would
run an additional net operational loss of
approximately $ 2 million per year which derive

DO CROSSSUBSIDIES HELP THE POOR TO BENEFIT FROM WATER AND WASTEWAÏER

simply from the costs of registering charging and
collecting customer payments. In this situation, it
literally can cost ECAPAG more to calculate and
to send out the bills than it would bring in if the
bill were paid. The utility loses incentives to
charge, or to reduce the part of unaccounted for
water (UFW) related to commercial losses. In
effect, under these circumstances it is not cost
effective either to meter or to collect from this
highly subsidized group of users. The situation in
Guayaquil confirms this: UFW is the order of
75% and only 26% of the water connections are
metered. In addition, some 60,000 water and
38,000 sewerage connections are not even
registered. The utility finds it cheaper to give free
service than to incur the costs of connection and
collection.

At the High End of the Tariff Spectrum

In Guayaquil, where all residences benefit from
subsidies, the industrial and commercial groups
pay higher tariffs which, as we've seen, can
prompt them to reduce consumption on the one
hand or to search for alternative water supplies. If
they can find cheaper sources of water they will
simply disconnect from the public water system. In
this case the utility company stands to lose its
biggest and highest paying consumers and a
substantial revenue loss. In fact, led by its own
policy, the utility will lose its competitive edge.
Although not fully documented, industrial
consumers with their own private supply are on
the increase. But many buy water from the same
private vendors who also sell to the poor. Even
though vendors are notorious for buying from the
utility at subsidized rates (or obtaining water free
of charge) and selling at extremely high prices,
they still can represent a bargain to consumers at
the high end of the tariff scale. The utility will then
find itself caught in a vicious circle, needing to
increase tariffs for an ever smaller group of
industrial and commercial users and a growing
number of subsidized consumers. The result is to
exacerbate the cross-subsidy problem and the
financial viability of the utility. As this examples
also suggests, highly differentiated tariffs may also
encourage corruption as users seek to be
classified in a lower tariff bracket. ECAPAG's
endemic and protracted problems with the
commercial system provide circumstantial
evidence to this effect.
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Since the signals to the utility suggest that
consumption at the high end could and should
increase, there is always pressure to increase the
number of subsidized users (already 90.8 percent)
and the tariff on the subsidizing users (2.9 times
the average). In the case of ECAPAG, non
subsidized rates have been increasing at an
annual rate of 12 percentage points higher than
subsidized ones. The experience in many cities
including Guayaquil is that the ratio of subsidized
consumers and consumption to non-subsidized
users and consumption tends to increase over
time. Furthermore, consumers who face higher
charges may be induced to use more of other
inputs in order to offset the disproportionately high
cost of water. An industry, for example might opt
to recycle water - even though it means using
more energy and equipment to offset high water
tariffs and optimize production. Clearly, such
reactions can lead to losses for both the utility and
for its customers.

Other Problems with Cross-
Subsidies, and Some
Misconceptions

Conflicting Objectives

Cross-subsidies are is often predicated on ground
that "progressive tariffs" favors water conservation
and are, therefore, intrinsically good. However, if
the base tariff reflects the economic costs of
providing the service, higher or lower tariffs will
result in welfare losses. Furthermore, when, as in
the case of Guayaquil, a high percentage of users
are not charged at all, either by explicit subsidies
(military, sports users) or by the defacto UFW (the
utility's decision not to bill) there is no incentive to
conserve water. Indeed, water running unstopped
into the streets or into channels is not an
uncommon sight in Guayaquil. When there is no
meter, no bill and no valve, there is little incentive
to conserve water.

Cross-subsidies also present the utility and the
regulator with two conflicting objectives: to
recover the costs of providing the service
(economic or financial objective) and, at the same
time, to charge less than cost to some consumers
(social objective). Countries which have
attempted to meet these two conflicting objectives
have often foiled to do either, as evidenced by
financially weak utilities which provide poor
quality service and low coverage.
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The Information Gap

As we have seen, tariff policies tend to be based
on inadequate knowledge of consumer patterns
and effective demand. To begin with the relative
growth of subsidized and subsidizing consumers
and their corresponding consumption patterns
over time are poorly known. Households which
are assigned a subsidized tariff rate tend to keep
on paying that rate - and getting intermittent
service - even though their economic status may
improve over time.

More important, tariffs are designed without
taking into account the impacts of price increases
(and decreases) on consumption. In economic
terms people's tendency to buy more or less water
depending on how much it costs is called the
elasticity of demand for water with respect to
price. Working without any basis in fact, utilities
and policy makers wrongly assume that industrial
and commercial clients will continue to buy the
same quantity of water regardless of how much it
costs. By the same token, they presume that poor
families will use only a minimum "presumed"
amount of water and no more, even if it gets much
cheaper.

While elasticity with respect to price has not
been sufficiently studied, its corollary, elasticity of
water with respect to income (or how people's
purchasing habits will change if their earnings
increase) has been the subject of considerable
research. A recent World Bank review1*
documents households' tendencies to use as family
income rises. (The average income elasticity
reported in these studies is + 0.30; e.g. if incomes
double then water consumption will go up by 30
percent). This has serious implications as for as
who benefits from cross subsidies. When all
residential consumers receive a subsidy the high
income families will stand to benefit more - even if
the amount of subsidy is less at higher income
levels. In Guayaquil, a residential customer using
10 m3/month receives a subsidy of $ 120 per
year while a residential customer consuming 100
m3/month receives a subsidy of $ 830 per year
though the higher paying user is charged at a rate
fifteen times higher than the lower paying
customer.

' Cestti, Rita, Guillermo Yepes, and Augusta Dianderas.
"Managing Water Demand by Urban Water Utilities."
Transportation Water and Urban Development
Department, World Bank, Washington D.C. February
1997.
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Finally, even though the magnitude of the cross-
subsidy transfer is often substantial, few policy
makers or utility managers ever know exactly how
much the cross subsidy costs them. Even if they
attempted to find out, most utilities lack complete
data and rely on murky definitions of which
consumers and which uses get subsidized. A
calculation based on the average tariff ($
0.47/m3) gives about $16 million/year as the
full amount transferred from industrial and
commercial users to residential and official ones in
Guayaquil. This sum is equivalent to 35 percent
of operating revenues, but it is less than the
US$22million/year, calculated by breaking down
costs and payments per subsidized group.

Sound Tariff Policy - Lessons
From Guayaquil

Tariff Objectives

An adequate tariff system should promote both
economic efficiency in the use of natural resources
and financial soundness in the utility company.
There are cases, however, when the application of
full cost recovery would exclude the poor from
receiving service. In this case, a subsidy is
needed to ensure access to the poor to these
services. To achieve these objectives, several
principles must be satisfied:

1. Tariffs should cover all costs. This
objective can be defined in economic
(marginal cost) or financial terms (utility
financial needs). Both alternatives should be
based on the premise that the utility will be
operating efficiently. Tariffs set under these
two approaches will differ in most situations.
Although an economically-based tariff is the
desirable alternative, trustworthy information
is often not available to perform a meaningful
calculation. The tariff based on financial
terms can often be calculated more readily by
making use of the financial information
available. Nonetheless, it is often necessary
to make adjustments to this information to
determine an adequate tariff level. Such
adjustments pertain to the value of the fixed
assets and related depreciation, adequate
level of maintenance, and contribution to
investments and debt service obligations.
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2. The tariff should not be
discriminatory. That is, the price per unit
of consumption should be the same for all
users. Price differentials are acceptable,
under both economic and financial
objectives, when the corresponding costs to
serve different consumers vary.

3. The tariff should send a clear signal
to the consumer. Users will adjust their
consumption to price variations if they are
metered and the tariff is a function of the
volume consumed. To this end fixed charges
should be minimal. For the same reason,
tariffs should be readjusted periodically to
maintain their real value.

4. Collection efficiency is an integral part
of the tariff policy. This implies applying
penalties that reflect the real cost of money
and rapid disconnection of services for late
payment. If this policy is not applied, not
only will subsidies be extended (and
increased) to those who do not pay but it
would also set a dangerous precedent that
can seriously undermine the financial
soundness of the utility.

5. Subsidies should be explicit and
clearly targeted at the poor. The
application of the first principle needs to be
compromised if the resulting price cause the
poor to withdraw from or not connect to the
service. However, it is not imperative, nor
desirable, to provide subsidies through the
tariff structure. Some countries, notably
Chile, provide a subsidy to the poor through
the national and municipal budgets. In this
case, the utility receives the same revenue for
the same volume consumed regardless if
consumers are poor or wealthy. Therefore,
the utility has the same incentive to serve
both.

6. Sound information about
consumption patterns should form the
basis for tariff policy. Cross-subsidies
are all too often designed without any prior
knowledge of what the poor - or the rich- are
willing and able to pay. The maxim, "if you
can't measure it, you can't manage it" should
be key to setting tariff structures insofar as a
clear quantification of effective demand is
needed to design a policy - and to evaluate it
later.
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Conclusions

A sound tariff system is of the essence to promote
the rational use of resources as a financially sound
utility is necessary to provide a good service to all
its customers. Cross-subsidies can create
significant
distortions that interfere with these objectives as
they create welfare and financial losses to the
detriment of society and/or the utility.

High connection fees effectively discriminate
against the poor. One alternative is to abolish
these fees and include the related costs in the
volumetric price of water; another is to provide
long term financing to facilitate their payment.
Payment of these fees should be an integral
component of the tariff policy.

In many countries, including Ecuador, a subsidy
mechanism independent of the utility, like the one
in Chile, is not a feasible option. Such subsidy
system requires an elaborate administrative
mechanisms to maintain the registry of users
entitled to a subsidy and to transfer these
government subsidies to the utility. In such cases,
cross-subsidies might have to be accepted as a
second best solution provided the following
principles are followed:

the subsidy should be limited to the poor to
promote basic consumption and facilitate
access to the service;

the level of the subsidized tariff should be
ascertained on the basis of willingness-to-pay
surveys. The amount paid by the poor to
water vendors is a good starting point to
measure willingness to pay;

the subsidized tariff should cover, at least, all
variable costs, including the costs of metering,
billing and collection. However, if
willingness-to-pay surveys indicate the need
for a subsidized price bellow variable and
billing and collection costs, a subsidy
mechanism other than a cross-subsidy should
be considered;

the subsidy system, including eligibility
criteria, should be set up in close cooperation
between the municipal authorities and the
utility; it should be easy to manage and
monitor;
care should be exercised to determine the
cross-over price above which some
subsidizing users will opt to build their own
supplies and stop buying from the utility. If
this situation occurs, the financial situation of
the utility will worsen.
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SUMMARY

The Problem: Providing Water and Sanitation for the Urban Poor

One of the hardest things about life in Brazil's urban slums is the lack of clean water and sewage
disposal systems. In a crowded neighborhood, these two simple urban services can mean the
difference between health and disease, cleanliness and filth, convenience and daily backbreaking
labor. But the water and sanitation services that city dwellers take for granted as basic to a safe
and decent household typically do not exist in the growing slums that dot the urban landscape in
Brazil. These shantytown neighborhoods—called fove/os-havo grown so explosively and so
haphazardly that urban services are either non-existent or plainly inadequate.

The favelas are a water engineer's nightmare. They are crowded and chaotic. Flimsy tin shacks are stacked on one
another along forbiddingly steep hillsides—or are mired together in muddy swamplands. They often lack strong local
organizations, and too often are plagued by drug-related violence. Brazil's state-owned water companies find it
impossible to maintain water systems or collect bills in the favelas. Thus, even as Brazil greatly improved water and
sanitation services throughout the country in the 1980s, the urban favelas have remained unconnected. Instead of
clean water piped directly to their homes, favela residents often pay ten times the legal rate from water pirates who
tap illegally into the main systems. And instead of sewage being piped safely away for sanitary treatment,
wastewater flows down favela streets in stinking rivers, or is dumped into natural drainage channels to feed polluted
streams and lagoons. About 21 million Brazilians do not have access to safe water, and twice as many lack access to
sewerage networks or septic tanks. Most of them live in the favelas.

New Success Means New Hope

Is there a way to overcome such daunting challenges in
order to meet a crucial basic need? Yes. An innovative
project offers new hope for bringing water and
sewerage services to Brazil's favelas —and perhaps to
poor urban neighborhoods around the world. With
World Bank financing, Brazil recently completed
PROSANEAR, a pilot program that developed a new
approach to delivering water and sanitation services to
the urban poor-and enjoyed a whole new level of
success. PROSANEAR provided 900,000 poor people
with fresh water piped directly into their homes, and
one million people were also connected to sewerage
systems. This is more than four times the number of new
connections that project planners hoped for when
PROSANEAR began, and all for a cost below original
estimates: less than $98 per person for water
connections and less than $ 140 for sewerage.

Cost-Effechve Technology and Community
Participation

PROSANEAR worked so well by combining two novel
approaches to delivering urban services: costeffective,
appropriate technologies and community participation.
By putting engineers and social experts on the same
team, PROSANEAR found a way to overcome the usual
shortcomings of top-down infrastructure planning. Too
often, urban water projects start with the unannounced
arrival of a distant water board, which builds a
complicated system based on a standard design, and
then leaves without explaining the technology installed.
That doesn't work in the favelas, where standard
designs are foiled by the haphazard layout of the
houses. Furthermore, favela residents are poorly
equipped to pay for and maintain systems that have
never been explained to them and which in many cases
they never requested. Not surprisingly, Brazilian water
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companies routinely bypass slum neighborhoods in
favor of areas where systems are easier to install and
bills easier to collect.

PROSANEAR went about it differently, as explained
below:

• Instead of implementing a predesigned project,
PROSANEAR teams went into communities to ask
what kind of water project the people wantsdA\
any-and what kind they would be willing to
support with their money and labor.

• Instead of expensive, high-tech systems,
neighborhoods were able to choose from a range
of simpler, innovative systems that made water and
sanitation affordable and more environmentally
appropriate for poor, crowded settlements. In many
places, groups of households were batched
together in a creative "condominium" approach
that not only made the networks more efficient and
affordable, but also forged new bonds among
neighbors.

• PROSANEAR sought a more permanent impact by
mobilizing local clubs—women's, sports and
religious groups, for example, to educate people
about the importance of sanitation, and to leach
them how to operate and maintain their new
systems.

With all of these innovative elements at work,
PROSANEAR projects became more than ¡ust
infrastructure projects; they became neighborhood
projects, fueled by the creative energy of fully informed
and involved local residents.

The Results: Cleaner Water and Stronger
Communities

The results were powerful, and they went far beyond
the better health and greater convenience enjoyed by
one million people newly connected to water taps and
toilets.

• For many residents, getting a formal postal address
and a water bill in one's own name meant they
had graduated from squatter status to permanent
citizenship—a new level of identity within the
society. Many went on to make additional
improvements to their houses.

• Some groups that came together to build water
systems stayed together to work for other
neighborhood needs, such as garbage removal or
income generating activities.

• Women—deeply involved at all stages of the
PROSANEAR project—found an unusual chance to
speak and gain respect in the community.

• PROSANEAR cured many water companies of the
misconception that the poor would not pay for
water and sanitation services. The poor will pay,
as long as they understand what they're paying for
and receive adequate services for their payments.

• Local construction and consulting firms have
adjusted their business practices to include the
community consultation and low-cost technology
alternatives that worked so well in PROSANEAR.
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CHAPTER I - THE PROBLEM
GROWING FAVELAS, INCREASING RISK

Growing Cities

Brazil's growth in the last half century has been
characterized by steady and rapid urbanization.
Between 1950 and 1991, the urban population
jumped from 36 percent to 75 percent of Brazil's total
population. The number of people living in urban
areas increased more than five-fold, from less than 20
million people in 1950 to over 110 million in 1991.
While this great migration has swelled Brazil's low-
income urban neighborhoods, investments in urban
services in these neighborhoods have not kept up with
population growth.

Delivering Water and Sewerage Service to
the Urban Poor

The government has worked hard to increase water
and sanitation coverage in Brazil, but those efforts
have concentrated on neighborhoods where users are
more able to pay. Unfortunately, Brazil's success in
connecting more people to water and sanitation
systems between 1970 and 1991 had little impact on
the urban poor. Of the 21 million Brazilians who live

without access to safe water—and the 44 million
without access to sewerage networks or septic tanks—
the vast majority earn less than US$300 a month.
According to 1991 data, the urban poor account for
nearly 60 percent of the 24 million Brazilians living
below the poverty line.

Shut out from the formal (and subsidized) water and
sanitation systems, the urban poor rely on the
"invisible water market." Private water dealers collect
water from illegal hookups which bleed the municipal
system, or from unsafe sources such as open wells.
These water pirates charge poor customers up to ten
times more than the public network water fee.

For sanitation, there is no alternative to a formal
system. Poor residents live with their sewage flowing
openly in the narrow passageways between houses.
In crowded settlements, these are deadly conditions.
The lack of clean water and sanitation poses grave
public health risks, ranging from skin conditions to
water-borne diseases. These diseases are often fatal,
especially among young children.
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Box 1.1 Evolution of Brazil's Water Sector and the Main Providers

State water companies were created in Brazil in the early 1970s to provide water and sanitation services on behalf
of municipal governments. Before the National Water and Sanitation Program (PLANASA) was created, local
governments were responsible for delivering water and sanitation services. Under PLANASA, they were encouraged
to turn over these concessions to the state water companies in exchange for federal funding. About 85 percent of the
population are served by the state water companies today.

Under PLANASA, the water sector expanded rapidly by investing in infrastructure and achieved impressive results.
PLANASA assigned top priority to increasing urban water supply coverage, which was 45 percent in 1970, and set
a 90 percent coverage goal for 1985. An impressive 83 percent coverage was achieved.

Unfortunately, as gains were being made in water supply, sanitation lagged far behind. As far as sewerage was
concerned, both the goals and the achievements were modest. The percentage of people connected to public
sewerage in urban areas crept up from 24 percent in 1970 to 37 percent in 1991. The target level was 50 percent
by 1985. Sewage treatment remained minimal: only 10 percent of total wastewater received any form of treatment.
In most locations, raw municipal and industrial wastewater was dumped directly into rivers and coastal waters.

Furthermore, PLANASA largely left out the urban poor, both in water supply and sanitation services. State water
companies preferred to invest in higher income areas, where bills were easier to collect and where the geography
and layouts of carefully planned neighborhoods meant few technical complications. PLANASA also encouraged
engineers to rely on high-cost advanced technology, which was not appropriate for low-income areas. For both water
supply and sanitation, the water companies grew accustomed to the standards-and costs-developed for middle to
higher income neighborhoods. The favelas posed a new challenge for the water companies.

Looking for a Bettor Way

In 1982, Brazil launched a small pilot program called
PROSANEAR (a Portuguese acronym for the Water
and Sanitation Program for Low-Income Urban
Population). The Ministry of Interior managed the pilot
program, which was financed by federal funds. The
program experimented with different types of low-cost
technology to extend water and sanitation services to
the urban poor, but with only limited success. The
program faced various technical and financial

difficulties and was about to be abolished by the late-
1980s.

At about the same time, the World Bank and Caixa
Económica Federal (CEF — a Brazilian Government
development bank) reviewed the experiences of
PROSANEAR and found some valuable lessons. It was
thought the program cou/dbe successful if the best of
the early work was combined with some innovative
new approaches. Thus, in 1992 Brazil launched
PROSANEAR I with help from a US$100 million loan
and some technical guidance from the World Bank.
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CHAPTER II - THE PROS AN EAR I DESIGN

Although PROSANEAR I was a much larger program
than the earlier pilot program, it was designed to
maintain the same experimental approach. The
objective was to find out what worked, and to test
new ways of delivering water and sanitation services
to the bvelas. To succeed, PROSANEAR I had to
have an adaptable approach that encouraged
learning and innovation at every level, including
technologies, institutional arrangements, community
involvement, cost recovery, and financial
arrangements. There were no blueprints for how each
project should be designed or executed. Instead,
PROSANEAR I laid out a set of basic principles that
would guide project planners as they designed site-
specific plans for different neighborhoods.

The Five Principles of PROSANEAR I

• Community participation. Every project must
be tailored to the specific needs of the individual
community and be designed with active
community participation.

• Appropriate technology at low cost. Simple
solutions may be the best solutions, especially if
high-tech systems are too complicated and too
costly for poor neighborhoods. In order to give
engineers the incentive to consider alternative
technologies, PROSANEAR I established a ceiling
on the per-capita cost for both water and
sewerage investments.

• Environmental protection. Providing water
without a way of disposing of it safely can make
environmental problems worse. All projects that
provided water were required to provide sewage
collection and disposal as well.

• Cost recovery. Customers will take better care
of systems for which they have paid. Users were
charged for hookups, water use and sewage
collection.

• House connections. In an urban setting, house
connections are more convenient and equitable
than public standposts. PROSANEAR I financed
water and sanitation connections for each house.

Identifying Sites And Designs

Beneficiary and Project Eligibility
After laying the five guiding principles, PROSANEAR I
had to end neighborhoods where the experimental
projects would begin. Keeping in mind
PROSANEAR's overall goal of delivering affordable,
sustainable water and sanitation services to the urban
poor, project planners developed three main criteria
for selecting communities:

• Priority was given to favelas in cities of more than
50,000 people;

• All participating families earned less than
$300/month (three minimum salaries), of which
at least 40 percent earned less than
$100/month.

• Recipients agreed to pay for the water and
sewerage in accordance with tariff schedules
maintained by the water utilities.

Keeping in mind PROSANEAR's mission, these criteria
were used to approve individual project designs:

• The projects conformed with the most appropriate
technical and environmental standards for the
neighborhood, and represented the cheapest
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alternative for providing water, sewerage,
drainage, or sanitation services;

Water projects had a per-capita construction cost
of less than US$98, and sewerage projects had a
pencapita cost of less than US$140 (1988
dollars);

Total investments for bathrooms, drainage, and
solid waste disposal could not exceed 10 percent
of the project's total cost.

Table 2.1 PROSANEAR I Prefects

Geographical Spread
Using these criteria, PROSANEAR I set out to establish
projects in a variety of different conditions. Planners
wanted to see how the PROSANEAR approach would
work in different regions and in various city sizes and
geographical situations. They wanted to work with
different kinds of executing agency arrangements
(executed by municipalities, state water companies, or
other organizations), and in different types of
communities (organized, less organized, migrant
populations). Overall, PROSANEAR I projects
operated in more than 100 different communities in
17 cities with varying characteristics (see Table 2.1 ).

;~í Manaus

Fortaleza

V •&mA Juazeiro
I' \:¡f*®\' do Norte

! t ••: Juiz de
Ml ' Fora

Campo
Grande
Dourados

. . .s^.'.l-.e Riocle

Jaman \ fim Janeiro

K !.•

i,on

954

3,049

173

1,298

386

526

5,587

102

126

37

18

11

4 Fiat
Low density

126 Flat, subject to
floods
High density

186 Flat, river nearby
area prone to floods
High density
Flat, dry
Medium density

9 Close to river Prone
to floods
High density

12 Hilly
Low- medium density

17 Low density

^:>•' :' Floria nópo
$ î r lis

1 '"' : i :" :-||î chaPeco

Total

149

234

118

388

151

471 / I 445/1 Hilly
High density

49 70 Mostly hilly
Low density

26 Medium density

Hilly
Low density
Flat
Low-medium density
Low density

Strong women's organization,
organized community
Strong political groups. Was initially
against PROSANEAR.

Strong community organization.
Initially against condominial sewer.

Low community organization. Church
leadership.
One community lead by a charismatic
leader (a woman). Other communities
also fairly well organized.
Strong community organization.
Already had community committees.
Not organized. Foreign immigrants.
Sanitation not initially priority, but
health priority.
Organized. Access to favela often
hindered by violence.

Not very organized. Communities
accustomed to participatory approach,
because municipality had adopted
participatory budget allocation
system.
Organized. Violence prevalent.

822 895

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

/ I Under implementation. Estimated beneficiaries by December 31, 1997
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PROSANEARI Management
PROSANEAR I was not a single project. Rather, it
consisted of dozens of separate projects in many
different communities. Each project was the product of
neighborhood residents working with the engineers,
consultants and officials of the local water agency. All
the projects needed guidance to promote efficiency
and ensure adherence to PROSANEAR's principles.
Thus, PROSANEAR I was implemented by local
executing agencies, with assistance and oversight
from both regional and national coordinating units.

The Executing Agencies
Stale water companies, state governments, and
municipalities—whoever provided water services in
the area—were the official "executing agencies."
These agencies identified and assessed candidate
communities. They began the crucial community
mobilization needed to build support for the project.
They oversaw the development of technical options,
construction, operation and maintenance training,
monitoring and follow-up. Each of the agencies
established a multi-disciplinary PROSANEAR
execution team made up of engineers, community
specialists (social scientists, etc.) and administrators.

Although the executing agencies coordinated all
aspects of the project implementation at the local
level, many other institutions played key roles
throughout the life of the projects, and became
essential members of the PROSANEAR team. Local
schools and churches were the main forces behind
community mobilization. Local health agencies
contributed a range of hygiene

PROSANEAfc PEOPLE, POVERTY AND PIPES

education activities. Mothers' club and youth groups
were central to project implementation.

Regional Offices
Regional offices were also set up to ensure that the
many local projects moved along in a timely manner.
PROSANEAR I units-made up of CEF staff and
including at least one engineer and one social
worker—were set up in CEF's regional offices to
facilitate, supervise, and monitor the local projects
underway in that region. During the early preparation
of the local projects, the CEF's regional offices helped
the executing agencies prepare project designs and
bidding documents. The regional offices helped with
the community participation part of the process, which
was a new area for many of the executing agencies.
During the construction stage, CEF's regional staff
periodically visited project sites to monitor progress
and identify problems.

The National Office
A central project coordination unit was set up in
Brasilia, staffed by CEF engineers, community
participation specialists, procurement officers, and
contract administrators. This group was responsible
for program planning, monitoring and supervision of
the overall program advancements. They also
provided training and technical assistance to the
different project implementation teams. The central
unit also served as an information clearing house,
exchanging best practices and technological
innovations between states. Finally, the central unit
provided basic implementation guidelines, model
terms of references, and model procurement
documents.

11
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Table 2.2 PROSANEAR Project Implementation Arrangements

Caixa Económica Federal (CÈF) in Brasilia

's Regional Offices

State Governments
State Water Companies
Municipal Governments
Municipal Water Companies

Consulting firms
Construction firms
Local Government Agencies (health agencies, schools,
etc.)
Local NGOs (religious organizations, churches, etc.)
Local community organizations

1 / Projects are at the City level. A project comprises several communities or areas.

What PROSANEAR I Financed

PROSANEAR I financed investments in water supply,
sewage collection, sewage treatment, as well as
complementary investments such as bathrooms and in-
house connections. The program also financed
community mobilization and participation efforts,
technical assistance, and studies to evaluate how well
the many innovative methods of PROSANEAR I really
worked.

The PROSANEAR I projects were jointly financed by
the World Bank (50 percent), the local water
companies, state or municipal government (25
percent), and the CEF (25 percent). The World Bank
loan was made to the CEF, which in turn lent those
funds along with its own funds to the water companies
or state and municipal sub-borrowers. Water
companies, the state governments, or municipal
governments were responsible for paying back the
Bank and CEF loans.
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CHAPTER III - PROSANEAR AT WORK
THE POWER OF COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

Each PROSANEAR project was unique, responding to
local conditions. However, all the projects followed a
basic approach established by PROSANEAR I.

A PROSANEAR Project From Start to Finish

A PROSANEAR project began by informing local
water agencies that funds were available for water
projects in favelas, and that the participating agencies
would be required to include the communities in the
planning and building of the projects. Requests for
assistance went through six stages: (1) project
identification; (2) community mobilization; (3)
development of technical options and presentation to
the community; (4) construction of facilities; (5)
operation and maintenance; and (ó) monitoring and
follow-up. At every stage, the teams of engineers,
social workers and local residents working on the
projects followed a basic framework that ensured
community involvement (see Box 3.1J.

Project Identification
When a request for assistance came in, PROSANEAR
I first had to determine whether the community and the
project in question fit the program's criteria (see

chapter II). Teams collected baseline data on site
conditions, socioeconomic status of residents,
sanitation and health conditions, community resources,
active entities (public, private, and non-governmental),
and the level of community organization. Community
specialists met with the community leaders—both
formal and informal—to start the dialog about the
project. This meant that team members had to be in
the neighborhoods when the residents were home,
often at night and on weekends. Meanwhile, the
broader community was informed about the project
through various community resources (vehicle-mounted
loudspeakers, newspapers, community radio
programs, religious organizations, etc.). The main
objective at this stage was to determine the
communities' own development priorities and whether
water supply and sanitation services were high
enough on that list to ensure local support for the
project. In some cases, improving health conditions in
the neighborhood was a high priority for the
community, but installing clean water and sanitation
was not. When residents were educated about the
connection between sanitation and health, support for
water/sewerage services increased significantly.

13
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Box. 3.1 A Framework for Community Participation

PROSANEAR I used a participation strategy based on a dynamic process of interaction. This strategy is grounded on
the premise that successful, sustainable infrastructure in low-income urban areas is only possible when everyone is
involved—beneficiaries, builders and planners, and financiers. Collaboration on the projects starts from the bottom
up, beginning with partnerships between individual communities, public water companies and local governments,
and progressing to partnerships between state and federal government, and between the federal government and the
World Bank.

This process of community participation requires the following elements to succeed:

Information Dissemination, A continuous feedback process occurred through which the community learned about
potential activities in the area, and the agents learned about community dynamics.

On-Going Discussion. Project teams and communities engaged in regular discussions of community conditions and
dynamics, as well as various technical options as they arose.

Proposal and Decision. Agents and communities eventually had to move from discussions to decisions regarding
the technical options that suited the particular community.
Responsibility. This was the final objective of the participation process. The agents committed to providing water and
sanitation systems that suited the community, guaranteeing the operation of the system, and charging fair rates for the
services. The users committed to paying for the service, using the systems properly, and maintaining the equipment.

Figure 3.1 Elements of Community Participation

inronnMion
dissemination

Discussion

Proposal and
decision

1
RasponsBffiy

Community Mobilization
The second step was to mobilize the community to be
involved in the project and participate in project
decisions. At this stage, the interest of the community
in the project was gauged. Community specialists
went into the neighborhood to identify the groups that
could help. Women's groups were often the most
effective allies for working in the community, and the
women themselves were frequently key to getting the
projects underway (in the favelas, women are more
likely to be the head of the household and a

permanent part of the community). With the help of
local groups, events were held to mobilize and
organize the populace. At neighborhood meetings,
residents heard presentations on the technical options
available, the maintenance of the systems, and the
importance of proper hygiene (see Box 3.2 and Table
3.1). A variety of educational, cultural, and
recreational activities—such as sporting events, street
theater, songs, essay and poster contests—were also
used to support sanitary and environmental education.
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Table 3.1 Examples of Community Events < imzed and Materials Produced

Outreach activities: house visits, contacts with community
organizations and local institutions, meetings with students,
radio programs
• Education: adults literacy class, students' analysis of
communities, backyard garden campaign, courses on health
and nutrition, pottery workshops
• Events: recycling campaign, movies, shows, photo exhibits,
poetry competitions, sport tournaments

j Community meetings with bcal schools and health posts.

' Outreach activities: community meetings, house visits
I • Community organization: creation and training for project
j implementation teams and for project maintenance groups

> Education: hygiene education seminars
j • Events: shows, group visits to other communities with water
j and sanitation

• Outreach activities: community meetings.
> Community organization: choice of block names

I (addresses), selection of block leaders.
I • Education: training of local promoters of sanitation projects
I and hygiene education, and of school teachers, workshops

on correct use of the systems
j » Events: trip to water production and treatment facilities

• Handbooks on health, work force, and piped sewage
< Newsletter "Health"
> Board games

• Handbooks on health and hygiene education
• Brochures: "History of Water," "Avoiding Waste,"
"How to Maintain Sewer Systems,"
• Games

• Handbooks on sanitary education
• Movie and theater piece on hygiene education
• Leaflets, invitations, illustrative and educational
posters,
• Games: crossword puzzles

PROSANEAR songs

Handbooks on PROSANEAR
PROSANEAR T-shirts and baseball caps

• Comic books: "How Sewage Comes to the
Community"

PROSANEAR rap songs

15
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Box 3.2 A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO HYGIENE EDUCATION

Only by understanding the connection between sanitation and health would the community feel committed to using
and preserving the systems. Thus PROSANEAR I took a creative, comprehensive approach to hygiene education.
Beneficiaries learned why and how to properly operate and maintain their new systems. People learned the
importance of disposing of solid and liquid waste separately, how to periodically clean grease traps, and how to
perform basic maintenance, such as unclogging sewerage pipes. The community also learned about water-borne
diseases, personal hygiene, skin conditions, sexually transmissible diseases, immunizations, dental health, and solid
waste recycling. By involving local institutions such as universities, foundations, and schools, PROSANEAR helped
make hygiene education permanent in the communities.

The project teams used a variety of educational methods to make sure the beneficiaries took an active role in
learning. Some of them are described below.
• "Multiplicadores": community members (usually women) or school teachers were trained to teach the principles of

hygiene to the rest of the community.
• Alternative media: project teams generated brochures, comic books, newsletters, and posters on solid waste,

sanitation, and health. They distributed printed material produced by the municipal authorities or state water
agencies. And local radio stations played messages relevant to the hygiene campaigns.

• "Health" games: project teams developed (or used existing) games for children to play. The rules of the games
illustrated the operation and maintenance of the new water supply and sanitation systems.

• Events: Project teams organized festivals, photo exhibitions, and community contests focused on themes such as
solid waste collection and recycling. Community members, particularly children and young people, competed in
sport tournaments, gave concerts, participated in poetry contests, and wrote songs. In Rio de Janeiro, a youth
group composed a rap song (including music, lyrics, and dance) on the benefits of good sanitation, in Fortaleza,
a beneficiary group produced a play.

The hygiene education component of PROSANEAR I produced important spillover benefits. It promoted health
education in schools, improved municipal planning, established health posts, and strengthened relations between low-
income settlement populations and local institutions. In Manaus, for example, municipal authorities and NGOs have
asked the "multiplicadores" to work with them on other projects.

Drawing up Plans
Project engineers undertook a reconnaissance survey
of the challenging topography of the favelas, and
drew up a list of technical options that would deliver
the desired services in an affordable, environmentally
sound manner. While engineers presented the options
at community meetings, community specialists worked
to facilitate the decision-making process. Once the
community had settled on a plan, each household
signed a letter of agreement (termo de adesão),
promising to pay for the service and maintain the
systems.

Constructing Facilities
After the community picked its plan, the PROSANEAR
team submitted the final proposal for the CEF's
approval. The construction firm was contracted and
materials were purchased. Where communities chose
to undertake the construction themselves, (e.g.
absorption pits in Campo Grande) the PROSANEAR

team provided technical assistance and supervised the
work. Meanwhile, the engineers held operation and
maintenance training sessions for selected community
representatives. When construction was completed,
the contractor conducted system testing for a brief
period.

Operating and Maintaining the Systems
For six months after the systems became operational,
the field teams remained in the area to reinforce
hygiene education, review the general operation and
maintenance of the constructed systems and help the
neighborhoods develop new ways to earn income
(some became active artisans). For the longer term,
the project team trained selected residents to perform
simple maintenance activities, such as unclogging
pipes or repairing cracked pipes (See Box 3.3). In
other areas (Rio de Janeiro and Belem) the operation
and maintenance duties were contracted out to private
firms.
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Monitoring and Evaluation
Monitoring was not a separate stage. It took place
continuously during the projects at two levels:

• Public Evaluation - the community residents
themselves systematically evaluated project
performance with the help of a multi-disciplinary
project team.

• Technical Evaluation - the project team evaluated
the procedures followed, and verified whether the

PRO5ANEAR: PEOPtE, POVERTY AND PIPES

construction activities were in accordance with
community wishes. PROSANEAR teams visited the
project sites after a certain period of time (six
months to one year), to verify that the systems
were functioning. Many of the PROSANEAR
teams hired independent consultants to carry out
a participatory assessment to measure community
satisfaction.

Box 3.3 Operation and Maintenance Arrangements in Fortaleza, Ceara

Low-cost systems, in general, require more frequent on-site maintenance efforts than the conventional system. The use
of narrower pipes and the shallower placement of pipes in the alternative systems caused frequent clogging.
PROSANEAR I reduced the incidence of clogging by educating the communities on the proper use of the system. But
this alone could not eliminate all the clogging problems. The community shared the responsibility of maintaining the
system, thus reducing the water companies' maintenance requirements and ensuring prompt identification and
resolution of problems.

In Fortaleza, Ceara, the water company decided to delegate the maintenance efforts to the community. The company
selected one unemployed resident per neighborhood (of about 3,000 people) trained him or her, and providing
simple maintenance equipment. This individual was responsible for the maintenance in the neighborhood. By living in
the neighborhood the maintenance person could intervene promptly, solve the minor problems (such as clogging),
and detect the cases that required assistance from the water company. To date most problems dealt with by the
neighborhood maintenance personnel have been manageable.

Everyone is satisfied with this arrangement. The maintenance personnel receives about US$240 a month (about two
minimum salaries), in addition to water company employee benefits. The community gets immediate attention and
rapid service while the water company pays less for a more effective way of solving problems.

17
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Table 3.2 PROSANEAR I Generic Implementation Arrangements

Steps Activities Responsible Agencias
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION

Social Assessment

Project identification

• Collect and analyze socioeconomic indicators
• Assess community organization, existing infrastructure,

hygiene and health practices, and community priorities

• Visit communities, present the project, and explain
procedures

• Confirm interest of the community in project
• Submit basic project proposal to CEF

• Executing agencies through
consulting firms, specialized in
community assessment

• Executing agencies

COMMUNITY MOBILIZATION

Community mobilization

Hygiene education

• Identification of existing formal and informal community
groups

• Selection of community leaders
• Formation of smaller community units ("condominiums") for

decision-making
* Series of community events including income generating

activities
• Series of PROSANEAR promotional events organized by

community groups

• Series of hygiene education sessions to help community
understand why sanitation is important

• Project team educate local school teachers and mothers as
"multiplicadores," so they can become trainers

• Executing agencies through
consulting firms specialized in
community mobilization

• Local leaders, community
groups

• Executing agencies through
consulting firms

• Local school teachers
• Mothers

DEVELOPMENT AND PRESENTATION OF TECHNICAL OPTIONS

Development of basic
profeet design

Presentation of technical
options

Decision-making

Community planning

• Develop basic engineering designs based on available
data and field visits

• Present and discuss technical options

• Community decides which options to choose
• Community members sign letter of understanding with the

executing agencies, asking for lhe chosen technology
options, and agreeing to pay for them

• Prepare final design
• Final approval of project design
• Develop community work plan, and train communities to

participate in construction

• Executing agencies through
engineering firms

• Executing agencies,
engineering firms and
community mobilization group

• Executing agencies.
engineering firms and
community mobilization group

• Executing agencies,
engineering firms and
community mobilization group

• CEF approves final design

CONSTRUCTION

Construction
• Preparation of bidding and contracting documents
• Construction of systems
• Supply of materials for the communities
• Technical assistance if communities construct

• Executing agencies
• Construction companies hired

by executing agencies
• Executing agencies

18
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Training in Operation ond
Maintenance

Conclusion of Work
Operation and
Maintenance

• Train community representatives on how to operate and
maintain the system on site or appoint and train selected
residents for system maintenance

• Hold hygiene education sessions on use of systems

• Community starts to use the system
• Community start to pay for the system and services

• Executing agencies with
construction/engineering firms

• Executing agencies with
community leaders

• Executing agencies, for larger
repairs

• Community residents .

MONITORING AND EVALUATION

Monitoring and follow-up
• Periodic visits to check functioning of the systems
• Tariff collection
• Periodic participatory assessment

• Executing agencies [or through
consulting firms)

• CEF

*

Two Distinct Approaches to Community
Participation

Each PROSANEAR project approached community
participation differently, depending on the unique
characteristics of each settlement and the type of
water supply and sanitation system residents selected.
Nonetheless, each of the projects fell into one of two
basic approaches to community involvement: one that
stressed the project itself, and one that stressed
community development.

Participation With A Project Focus
When communities were relatively well organized,
and when community members were fairly clear about

their priorities as a community, PROSANEAR I teams
were not required to put much effort into basic
community organization and mobilization. Instead,
the community was already prepared to focus its
attention on the more technical aspects of the project
itself, for example, choosing designs and selecting
locations for the various systems. This project-centered
approach required a smaller team, which meant
lower costs for the overall project. Projects were
completed sooner and local water agencies needed
less assistance to carry them out. However, since the
community participation process was narrowly
focused on water supply and sanitation, the ability to
use meetings to discuss other concerns of the residents
was limited.
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Box 3.4 The Project-Centered Approach to Community Participation in Rio de Janeiro

The PROSANEAR teams had to be both creative and practical when it came to making community participation work
in difficult environments. The project in Rio de Janeiro was one of the most formidable that PROSANEAR I undertook.
The answer to participation in Rio's tough favela& Focus strictly on the project.

About one million people live in substandard housing with poor sanitation conditions in Rio's 800 favelas. Most of
these shantytowns are hilly and houses are built one on top of the other. Reaching them through winding alleys and
steep, narrow passageways is difficult. But physical barriers are not the major obstacle to access to the low-income
neighborhoods, drug traffickers are. Police are often needed to restore law and order, but drug related violence still
frequently shuts down access to the favelas.

To cope with this dangerous environment, the project team had to negotiate with the informal community leadership.
By focusing strictly on the water and sanitation projects and not on other aspects of community life, the project was
allowed to proceed, albeit slowly. Nevertheless, the water project did have an indirect benefit beyond the narrow
scope of the new water and sewerage system. The technical arrangement of the water network best suited to Rio's
favelas was the condominial system (see Chapter 4], which organized the community into small groups for their water
service. Within these smaller groups, the talk often turned to other, non-water related neighborhood concerns. As a
result, the condominium associations became breeding grounds for the emergence of new leaders capable of
reorganizing the community and strengthening civil society.

Despite these difficulties, the project produced substantial results. Thanks to the enthusiastic involvement of local
residents' organizations, the projectteam completed systems in 13 favelas, benefiting 230,000 people in just under 3
years.

Participation With A Focus on Community
Development
The project-centered approach worked where the
favelas enjoyed a relatively high level of
organization. In many cases, however, the favelas
were newly created communities without strong
organizations. These communities were less likely to
have a set of clearly identified priorities, and some
basic community development work was needed
before the project could even be introduced. Only
after communities were more organized and their
priorities established was the PROSANEAR I concept
presented to the communities. (See Box 3.5)

In this community developmentcentered approach,
meetings were likely to address many things besides
water and sanitation services. Often residents were
eager to talk of other problems, such as their need to
find new sources of revenue. Once the discussion
turned to the importance of water and sanitation,
residents were more prepared to hear about how

PROSANEAR could work for them. If water and
sanitation were simply not a priority, the PROSANEAR
teams helped the communities contact other
government organizations that could belter address
their needs.

This community developmentaentered approach was
comprehensive and helped the community beyond the
narrow project objectives — a benefit in settlements
with low levels of informal organization. However,
this approach required a large field team at all stages
of the project, making project costs substantially
higher (see Table 3.3). Reaching group consensus
was often slow. The project became more complex if
it went beyond simple water and sanitation and
involved the local government and other agencies.
There is the risk that community priorities will go
beyond what the project can finance. Another risk is
that if the project was spread too thin, it would not
achieve its fundamental goals.
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Box, 3.5 The Community Development-Centered Approach in Campo Grande and Dourados.

The community development-centered approach required more time and more money than the simpler project-
centered approach. But the permanent benefits fully justified the extra effort. Communities are better able to manage
and maintain their new services when they are better organized. In addition, people's (especially women) new self-
esteem is increased. They learned to be community leaders, entrepreneurs, social workers, and, more importantly,
citizens. Newly organized communities were amazed at their own ability to participate in politics, demand and
obtain additional services, and collectively undertake income generation activities.

PROSANEAR I used this approach in Campo Grande in the state of Mato Grosso do Sul. The favelas of Campo
Grande have been recently settled by rural migrants from different parts of Brazil and neighboring Paraguay. The
population is mixed and many people are only temporary residents. The level of community organization was
relatively low and residents lacked a collective identity. The project team found that people perceived their problems
as individual ones and did not realize the advantages of collective action. Clearly, the team needed to promote
community mobilization before the project could even begin.

The community organization process was long and difficult. It proceeded by trial and error. In the end, what worked
best was to compile a common history for the community. This technique encouraged residents to think of themselves
as a group living in an area, and to explore the causes of problems that affect the community as a whole.

The team initially divided neighborhoods into small groups of about 20 neighboring families. Unfortunately, these
groups did little to make the community come together. So the project team chose a different focus: it helped form
common interest groups, such as groups of migrants from the same area, groups whose priority was income
generation, or groups focusing on health problems. This format was more successful.

The projectteam faced another obstacle: residents did not consider sanitation to be a priority. Indeed, it was often
one of the last requirements mentioned. They were largely disinterested because they had come from rural areas,
where the sanitary conditions were much different than in a crowded slum. Instead, they said that health was their top
priority, namely reducing the incidence of water-borne diseases among children. The project team, therefore,
carefully explained the link between proper sanitation and health. The community then recognized sanitation as a
high priority and the project went forward successfully.
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Table 3.3 Community Participation Costs

Belém
Fortaleza
Crateus
Quixada
Juazeiro do Norte
Recife
Juiz de Fora

Grande
Dourados
Rio de Janeiro
Angra dos Reis
Florianópolis
Chapecó
Lages
Joinville
Total

481,459
1,257,654
1,580,948

276,192
53,681

1,182,508

94,116
126,411
223,377

10,486
17,672
17,146

10

26

69

Paid by the State Government
3,365,026

347,028

8,544,496

95,223
26,047

610,478

35
13

14

Project
Project
Project

Project
Project

Community

Project
Community

Project

Note: This table is based on the contract values of the consultants who were in charge of one or more of the following activities:
community mobilization, hygiene education, technical designs and supervision of works.
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CHAPTER IV - THE COST-EFFECTIVE TECHNOLOGY
OPTIONS

The second key to PROSANEAR I's success-in

combination with community participation-was low

cost, appropriate technology. PROSANEAR engineers

tapped a range of cost-effective water and sewerage

innovations developed recently in Brazil. In water

supply, for example, costs were kept down in some

places simply by reducing the per capita design

allocation of water quantity from 150 liters per-person

per day to 120 liters. And there were significant

variations in the sewage disposal systems, ranging

from on-site systems such as absorption pit tanks

(Campo Grande) to condominial sewerage

(Fortaleza, Recife, Rio de Janeiro, and Angra dos

Reis). Not only did the systems work, they cost far less

than planned-below the investment ceilings

established by the project-between US$12 and

US$50 per capita for water supply and between

US$15 and US$123 for sanitation.

Table 4.1 Technical Options Used in PROSANEAR - by states
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3^W¿lMniSÍBel ¡m

M'V^HJua [eiró Norte

¿ ü i ü É É I Crateus

Ju z de rora
Campo Grande

lUdBHUiiDourados
itfelÉlipiipiP o de Janeiro
¿^g^Œ|gAngra dos Reis

Jo nville 1

Lag as

Conventional

Conventional

Conventional

Conventional

Conventional

Conventional

Conventional

Conventional

Conventional

Conventional

Conventional

No water
investment

Absorption pits

Condominial

Condominial

Condominial

Condominial

Condominial

Condominial

Conventional

Absorption pits

Condominial

Condominial

Condominial/
Absorption pits

Conventional
Septic tanks with
filters
Conventional

Conventional

Septic Tanks with
filters

UASB

Stabilization Ponds
Communal Septic Tanks

Stabilization Ponds

Stabilization Ponds
Communal Septic Tanks

Stabilization Ponds
Communal Septic Tanks

UASB

Communal Septic Tanks

Existing treatment plant

UASB

Rain water drainage canal

Inhouse sanitary installation

Inhouse sanitary installation

Inhouse sanitary installation

Inhouse sanitary installation

Inhouse sanitary ¡nstalhtion

Inhouse sanitary installation
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Water Supply

In most cases, PROSANEAR I water supply projects
were designed to become part of existing main water
systems. Most communities were serviced by simply
extending the existing public water network to their
neighborhood. The water was then pumped to an
elevated tank and distributed within the
neighborhood. This was possible because most
PROSANEAR I project sites were either within or at
the periphery of a large city with existing trunk
infrastructure. In Belem and Campo Grande, wells
were dug and chlorinated water was pumped to
elevated tanks from which it was distributed to the
beneficiaries. In order to control the wasteful
consumption of water, many projects also included
water meters (Belem, Campo Grande, and Fortaleza).

Sewage Collection

Brazilian engineers have long adopted a range of
cost cutting criteria in the design of sewerage systems.
Most PROSANEAR sewage collection designs were
based on criteria such as those listed below:

• minimize collection network length

• decentralize treatment

• minimize the number of manholes and design
smaller manholes (diameter 0.6 • 0.9 meters)

• calculate sewer slope based on the tractive force
of 0.1 kilogram per square meter

» reduce minimum pipe diameter to 100 millimeters

• lay pipes with a maximum cover of 0.65 meters
under sidewalks and 1.5 meters below paved
streets

The Condominio/'System
The condominial sewerage system is a beneficiary-
centered urban sanitation alternative developed in the

early 1980s in northeastern Brazil. It is called
condominial because it treats a block of houses like a
"horizontal" apartment building, with the sewer lines
passing through or near each lot. It is easily
adaptable to the physical conditions found in
unplanned poor urban neighborhoods. Block network
pipes can be laid out in three different ways:

• Back-of-tha-lot: In the residents' back yards along
the fence, the pipe collects waste from adjacent
lots and passes it down the block to a street line;

• FronteÑhe-Zot: In residents' front yards, with one
pipe passing down each side of the block; and

• Sidewalk: Under the sidewalk in front of
residents' houses.

Households connect to the block line through small
collection boxes. Back yard and front yard users
connect to a common block feeder line that is located
within residents' private lots, making the feeder
network collective. Back yard and front yard users are
responsible for maintaining the private feeder line
before it reaches the public sewer in the street. Some
blockages may require accessing the network from a
number of different house collection boxes, so
cooperation can be important. Each sidewalk
customer is connected directly to the sidewalk line by
a private line for which he/she is responsible for
maintaining. The sidewalk line is located on a public
right-of-way, and thus is typically maintained by the
water company.

Residents of each block or cluster of houses must
discuss the three location options and reach
agreement on the one that best adapts to the block's
physical characteristics, and that meets their financial
resources and level of commitment for maintenance. In
high density and irregular areas such as squatter
settlements, residents cannot always choose from the
three options because irregular terrain and household
layout often permit only one configuration, usually the
back yard option. In these settlements, sewerage lines
pass under narrow footpaths, collecting wastes from
clusters of houses delimited by each pathway.
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Absorption Pits
In a few cases of the PROSANEAR I projects (parts of
Campo Grande and Angra dos Reis), simple
absorption pits were constructed. These pits, which
were lined with precast concrete rings, were
constructed under the sidewalk and were about 3
meters in depth with about 1.5 meter diameter. In the
case of Campo Grande only one pit was constructed,
while in Angra dos Reis two alternating pits with a
flow diversion box were constructed.

Waste Water Treatment

Although less than 10 percent of wastewoter in Brazil
receives any treatment, most of the PROSANEAR I
projects included treatment as part of the system
design. A new sewerage system is fully effective only
when it includes sewerage treatment. A sewerage
system without treatment merely transfers the sewage
from one area to another, contributing only marginally
to the general sanitary conditions of a city—health
risks and environmental harm remain. With treatment
included, sewerage systems will actually reduce the
level of disease-causing microorganisms and limit the
discharge of organic matter to levels the particular
environment can handle.

Recently a number of low-cost technological options
for sewage treatment have been implemented, such as
communal septic tanks, anaerobic reactors with
upflows through sludge beds, and stabilization ponds
(see Table 4.1).

Communal Septic Tanks
Septic tanks are among the most popular forms of
sewage treatment at the household level. In many
Brazilian cities septic tanks have been extended to
communal use. Many systems are built to handle the
wastewater of whole neighborhoods, eliminating the
need of a pump for treatment. The functions of the
septic lank are to settle the solids, float grease,
anaerobically decompose accumulated organic
matter, and store sludge. Unlike typical tanks, where
the effluent is drained into an absorption field, the
communal septic tanks built in Brazil usually include
an anaerobic filler where the effluent is passed
through a bed of stone media before being
discharged to a nearby receiving waster body. The
main advantage of this system is its adaptability to the
local physical environment given its small size. In
many cities the communal tank occupies nothing more
than a city lot and can be very inconspicuous. In

PROSANEAR: PEOPLE, POVERTY AND PIPES

Ceara, circular designs have been used with precast
rings. Typical depth ranges from 3 to 5 meters for the
sedimentation tank, as well for the anaerobic tank.
Beside the fact that these systems require little
maintenance, a main advantage is that they are
modular and are easily expandable.

Upflow Anaerobic Sludge Blanket Reactors
(UASB)
Since the early 80s, the UASB reactor has been in use
in Brazil, especially in the state of Parana where
there are more than 150 units. Under PROSANEAR I,
this reactor was built in Recife, Angra dos Reis and
Belem. Various designs have been used. The simpler
design consists of a circular tank where the sewage is
introduced at the bottom of the reactor and is allowed
to flow upward through a sludge layer which acts
both as a filter and a suspended medium for sewage
decomposition. Another design, consists of modular
rectangular tanks that can be expanded over time.
The reactor requires a steady inflow of sewage in
order to not disturb the location of the sludge blanket.
The main advantages of this reactor is its small land
requirement and its efficient removal of biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD). The main disadvantages are
its relatively high requirement for supervision, and
sensitivity to toxic shocks and sudden variations in
inflow rates.

Stabilization Ponds
Stabilization ponds are commonly used in Brazil
particularly in the Northeast. Ponds are typically
classified as facultative, maturation, aerated, or
anaerobic according to the biological activity that
takes place in them. Under PROSANEAR I, the two
most commonly used systems were: an anaerobic
pond followed by facultative and maturation ponds;
and facultative ponds. The two primary advantages of
anaerobic treatment compared with an aerobic
process are the low production of biological sludge
and the lack of aeration equipment. The disadvantage
is that it is an incomplete stabilization and most often
requires a second-stage aerobic process.

In Fortaleza, only facultative ponds were built due to
the limited availability of land. The advantages of
these ponds are the low initial cost and easy
operation as compared to mechanical plants. Potential
problems are their poor assimilation of industrial
waste and difficulty in meeting the minimum effluent
standards for discharge to surface water.
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Maturation ponds (also called tertiary ponds or
polishing ponds] serve as the third stage processing of
effluent. The main reason for this type of pond is to
reduce the bacteriological content of the effluent. The
water depth is usually limited to less than 0.6 meter
for sunlight penetration.

Comparison of Treatment Systems
There is no single waste treatment system that can be
selected as the best for all conditions, but
it is possible to select a technology that provides the
best cost/benefit outcome under given circumstances.
For example, the anaerobic processes have some
advantages over the aerobic processes as they
produce low volumes of sludge, have no energy
consumption, and have simpler construction
requirements.

If the objective is to use a treatment that is efficient in
removing nutrients and pathogenic organisms at low

Table 4.2 Comparison of Various Types of Treatment

cost, then a battery of stabilization ponds (anaerobic,
facultative and maturation) is the best option.
However, they are not always feasible as they require
large areas of land, and the cost of sewage
transportation to its final destination may be high. In
such cases, if the reception conditions permit, the
communal septic tank is a compact alternative. The
success of the communal septic tank in Brazil has
been due to its simple construction and operation. Its
construction does not demand special procedures or
equipment, and its operation does not require
specialized workers. However, its effluent still contains
high concentrations of pathogenic organisms and
soluble organic loads, which cause bad odors. Post-
treatment may be necessary depending on its
destination and on the capacity of the receiving body.
Table 4.2 shows a comparison of the estimated
efficiency of the various types of treatment used under
PROSANEAR I.

Characteristics

BOO removal (percent)
SS removal (percent)
Coliform removal (percent)
Sludge disposal
Resistance to shocks
Costs (US dollarsj/per capita

Septic Tank

50-70
60-85

<90
yes
low

Communal Septic tank with
Anaerobic Filter

75-85
80-90

<90
yes
low

100-80

UASB

70-80
55-70

<90
yes

medium
70-120

Pond
(single)

80-90
70-75

<99
no

high
5-20

Pond
(series)

85-95
75-90

<99.999
no

high
2060
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CONSTRUCTION COSTS

PROSANEAR I aimed to provide water and sanitation
to low-income communities for no more than US$140
per capita for sanitation and US$98 per capita for

Table 4.3 Construction Costs

water. By having informed community members select
from a menu of low-cost options tailored to each
neighborhood, all but a very few of the project
designs fell within the cost limits.
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5,325,618

11,880,85
8

343,423

191,899

1,173,938

1,427,373

47,085,00
0

1,326,483

58,524

68,754,59
1

102,516

126,411

6,816

36,925

10,523

17,672

471,035

48,534

1,674

822,106

52

94

50

5

112

81

100

27

35

84

75,312

29,361,583

1,791,318

14,492,447

876,319

620,197

38,848,000

4,286,930

1,176,005

91,528,110

3,523

126,411

8,590

186,452

17,146

12,122

445,285

69,744

25,896

895,169

21
232

209

78

51

51

87

61

59

104
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CHAPTER V - WHAT PROSANEAR ACHIEVED

PROSANEAR delivered the benefits of water and
sanitation services to one million favela dwellers who
badly needed them. It also delivered harder-lo-
measure benefits, such as a heightened sense of
citizenship among residents, better relations between
neighborhoods and local governments, and stronger
local leaders. In many ways, these simple water and
sewerage projects were starting points for much
broader individual and community development.

Some achievements of PROSANEAR I:

Water and Sanitation Services

PROSANEAR I brought water and sewerage
connections to about 1 million people in 60 low-
income settlements in 17 cities. This is more people
than the project was expected to reach when it began
in 1988. The number of people obtaining water
connections (900,000) will be more than four times
the original target of 200,000 people. The number of
people obtaining sanitation services (1,000,000) will
be 43 percent more than the original estimate of
700,000.

PROSANEAR I connected more people than expected
because project costs were substantially lower than
estimated thanks to the innovative use of cost-effective
technologies. The project started with per-capita
investment ceilings of US$98 for water and US$140
for sewerage. By project's end, creative technical
designs had pushed actual costs to just US$84 for
water and US$104 for sewerage.

The communities themselves played a key role in
keeping costs low. Aware that they would be largely
responsible for paying for the new systems, residents
systematically chose the lowest-cost alternatives.
Moreover, when projects required the purchase of
household sanitary equipment, as in Angra dos Reis,
people chose low-cost items initially, and later
upgraded the equipment with their own money.

Additionally, PROSANEAR I's infrastructure
improvements particularly benefited women. Water
and sanitation projects are particularly relevant for
women's traditional tasks, such as cooking, cleaning,
and caring for children and the sick. Having safe
water piped directly into the house and sewage safely
removed made it possible for women to spend more
time on income generating activities or leisure.
Women were often active in community meetings;
they made decisions, and often led various community
activities.

Community Cleanliness and Hygiene

PROSANEAR I communities reported a decline in the
number of mosquitoes, rats, cockroaches, and fleas.
Residents were pleased that the bad smell of sewage
disappeared from the streets and backyards. The
hygiene education component of the projects
improved people's hygiene standards and made them
aware of the connection between hygiene and health,
especially in crowded urban neighborhoods.
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Community Ownership

By paying for the services they receive—and by
participating in all stages of planning, building and
operating the new systems—communities achieved an
important sense of ownership that leads to long-term
care and maintenance of infrastructure.

PROSANEAR I did not have an overall cost-recovery
strategy. Instead, individual projects adopted
strategies appropriate to the community. In Rio de
Janeiro, for example, the team organized tours for the
communities to visit water treatment plants, making
them aware that producing water costs money.
Before the construction started, communities signed an
agreement with the water company endorsing the
water supply plans, and agreeing to pay for them.

In Campo Grande and Ceará, the communities were
given the choice to contribute their own labor in
exchange for lower {or no) connection fees. In many
cases, materials were provided by the water
companies for septic tanks, condominial sewerage
pipes, bathroom walls, toilet seats, and tanks. Water
companies then collected monthly fees from the
communities to cover the costs of the materials, in
addition to monthly tariffs. Some communities
collected money and bought the materials themselves.
In such cases, water companies provided technical
assistance, and taught the communities how to build
the systems or bathrooms.

Community Organizations

PROSANEAR I teams worked with neighborhood
groups and even organized them in areas where they
did not exist. These groups provided community
members with a means of getting their ideas across to
the project teams, and vice versa. Informal groups
often became stronger as a result of their involvement
in PROSANEAR's outreach efforts, allowing them to
evolve into proper civic organizations.

PROSANEAfc PEOPLE, POVERTY AND PIPES

Citizenship

Beneficiaries interpreted PROSANEAR I as a signal
that public institutions recognized and served them as
citizens, rather than marginals. Additionally,
PROSANEAR I showed favela residents the
importance of using their own initiative in demanding,
designing, and managing their own services.

Community Identity

People who previously conceived their needs as
individual problems learned through the PROSANEAR
experience that they could more effectively solve their
problems as a community. In Campo Grande, after
the completion of the water and sanitation system,
community members went on together to build brick
houses in places of their tin dwellings.

As the water and sewerage projects progressed, the
project teams grouped and classified the houses into
neighborhoods for the logistical purpose of
designing—and eventually operating—the new
systems. These areas needed unique names and
residents named the new neighborhoods with great
pride choosing names such as "Hope" and "Meeting
Point." The identification of the neighborhoods gave
people a sense of affiliation to a formal community.

Community Effectiveness

As a result of PROSANEAR's participation process,
communities felt empowered to obtain further urban
services such as street pavement, electricity, trash
collection, day care centers, and health posts from
local, state, and national agencies. Community
members discovered the value of community meetings,
choosing leaders to represent their expectations and
opinions, and mobilizing neighbors to obtain the
services needed. Communities learned how to
organize themselves, how to demand services, and
how to tailor those services to their needs.
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Community Enterprise

The associations created from—or strengthened by—
PROSANEAR I's participation process also played a
role in helping the /ave/osbnd new ways to generate
revenue. Many associations and women's groups that
had worked on the water and sewerage projects went
on to organize income generating activities such as
producing handicrafts in Manaus and producing
herbal shampoos in Campo Grande.

Government Cooperation

Sanitation projecte can be jeopardized when
infrastructure agencies do not cooperate. When a
municipality fails to supply proper drainage, rain
water may flood the new sewerage system. In crime
prone areas, the street lighting and police patrols
provided by local governments are necessary for
people, especially women, to attend evening
meetings. When a lack of coordination among
governments and agencies jeopardized the
functioning of the new sewerage and water supply
systems, PROSANEAR teams helped community
members learn how to request these necessary
services. The companies informed the communities
regarding which office to contact and how to request
the service, in other instances, the state companies
and the construction firms directly pressured the
municipalities to provide the services needed.

Housing

Once the water and sewerage systems were
constructed, people used their own savings to improve
their houses further. They built individual bathrooms,
installed kitchen sinks, replaced precarious tin and
wood panels with brick walls, and performed other
basic home improvements.

Jobs

Construction of the water and sanitation systems
created temporary jobs for favela residents.
PROSANEAR I encouraged local people to take part
in building the systems as a way of lowering

investment costs. As a result, people gained a
temporary additional revenue source and, in some
cases, new skills. In the communities where residents
themselves built the sewer systems or bathroom units,
water companies usually provided technical
assistance and training. In addition, the program
created a few permanent jobs in maintenance (see
Box 3.3).

More Effective State Water Companies

PROSANEAR I projects developed a whole new
business area for Brazilian water companies: low-
income settlements. During the early stages of
PROSANEAR I, state water companies were not
convinced of the benefits of combining community
participation and low-cost technology. PROSANEAR I
proved that when fully informed and fully involved,
poor people were willing to pay reasonable fees for
water and sewerage services. PROSANEAR I
demonstrated that although low-cost systems may
require more on-site maintenance than conventional
ones they can be sustainable at an acceptable
maintenance cost, provided the community shares the
responsibility of basic on-site maintenance. After a
painstaking learning process, most of the water
companies adopted the principles of PROSANEAR I
as the best way to work in low-income areas.

More Effective Construction Companies

Construction firms also changed their approach on the
basis of their work with PROSANEAR I projects. Most
contractors hired community participation
professionals on a permanent basis or worked closely
with the community participation consultants. In Belem
a large Brazilian construction company created
Community Service Bureaus within the community
where contract management teams gathered
information and suggestions that might influence the
course and design of the project. After the Belem
project, when given other sewerage extension
contracts for low-income communities, the firm applied
the participatory methodology it adopted under
PROSANEAR I, even though the contracts did not
specifically ask for such an approach.
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CHAPTER VI - LESSONS LEARNED, NEW CHALLENGES

Lessons Learned

PROSANEAR I's "learn by doing" approach produced
many innovative ideas and best practices, as well as
a number of lessons. The main lessons were:

Community Participation must start at the
very beginning of project preparation.
In the initial years of PROSANEAR I, the community
was consulted about the projects only after the
technology was selected and the blueprints were
drawn. As a result, there were substantial delays and
cost overruns as final project designs had to be
reworked to fit the communities' real demand.

Cost recovery and subsidy rules must be set
in a clear and transparent manner.
Although PROSANEAR I promoted cost recovery
through tariffs and connection fees, it did not indicate
how much of the cost the communities should pay,
and how much should be shouldered by water
companies or local governments.

Furthermore, although water companies charged
monthly tariffs for the water and sewerage services,
these weren't high enough to cover the real cost of
building, operating, and maintaining the new systems.
PROSANEAR I tariffs were often set lower than the
subsidized tariff already charged to poor users of
conventional water and sewerage systems. Since the
previous tariff had been set too low, the subsequent
PROSANEAR tariff was also too low for full cost
recovery and sustainability of the new services.

In these cases, three solutions were tried: cross-
subsidizing the PROSANEAR tariff from the water
agencies' other customers, subsidizing directly from
local governments, or thoroughly reviewing the
existing tariff structure. The first two solutions were the
most common, but these solutions in general lacked
transparency. The third option was beyond the scope
of the project, and rarely happened.

Formal, long-term arrangements for
operating and maintaining the systems must
be an integral part of the design.
Low-cost sanitation systems require more maintenance
efforts than conventional systems, because they use
smaller diameter pipes that are more shallowly laid.
Communities must share the responsibility of
maintaining the system, and local water companies or
other agencies must carry out periodical maintenance
work.

All feasible technical options and their costs
must be discussed with the communities.
Many of the PROSANEAR I projects did not explain
the whole range of technical options available to the
communities. This happened in part because certain
options were ruled out for technical reasons or
because some of the options were still being
developed and tested. And in some cases,
maintenance arrangements were not explained to the
communities. In other cases, the cost implications for
each of the options were not well explained and
communities were often surprised by the amount they
had to pay.
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The projects should coordinate with the heal
government's urban development plan from
the very outset of preparation.
Many PROSANEAR I projects needed to work closely
with local government institutions to be fully effective.
Sewerage systems, for example, won't work for long
unless local governments provide rain water drainage
and solid waste collection. Future PROSANEAR
projects must systematically encourage this
coordination from the beginning.

The local government must have a strong
commitment to the project and to poverty
alleviation.
Local governments played a key role in several stages
of the PROSANEAR projects, from identifying
communities where PROSANEAR would work, to
promoting the project, to mobilizing local government
agencies. Thus, the local government's understanding
of the project's basic concepts was important in
gaining its support and making the project viable and
more sustainable.

The Challenges Ahead

Encouraged by PROSANEAR I's success, the Brazilian
government, is redesigning PROSANEAR I's project
criteria and guidelines to implement them on a
national scale. The executing agencies will choose

from various institutional arrangements tried and
tested through the pilot program, and they can select
the community participation methods that worked best.

PROSANEAR has also caught the attention of
governments in other parts of the world, including
Indonesia and the Philippines. The challenge is to
tailor PROSANEAR to local conditions that may be
very different from those in Brazil. In the Philippines,
for example, it is still widely believed that existing
storm water drainage systems alone can handle
household sewage. Also, utility engineers there have
had little exposure to innovations around the world
and are reluctant to experiment with new
technologies.

PROSANEAR began slowly and improved with
experience. This experimental phase clearly
demonstrated the power of combining community
participation and low-cost technology. Residents
learned they could work to improve their own
communities, water companies learned that favelas
make good customers, and governments learned that
innovative solutions can work. The next round of
projects will be even stronger thanks to the knowledge
gained in the first round. There is every reason to
hope that PROSANEAR's pragmatic combination of
low-cost technology and community participation will
enable water agencies to serve millions more of the
urban poor, in Brazil and around the world.

Morro União: 500 thousand liter metal reservoir
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